
IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS 
SUMMIT COUNTY, OHIO 

 
MEMBER WILLIAMS, et al., 
 
   Plaintiffs, 
 
 v. 
 
KISLING, NESTICO & REDICK, LLC, et 
al., 
 
   Defendants. 
 
 
 

Case No. 2016 09 3928 
 
Judge Patricia A. Cosgrove 
 
 
 
DEFENDANT’S MOTION TO COMPEL 
PLAINTIFFS TO RESPOND TO 
DEFENDANT’S SECOND SETS OF 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF 
DOCUMENTS  
 

  
 

Defendant, Kisling, Nestico & Redick, LLC moves this Court for an Order compelling 

Plaintiffs to fully and completely respond to its Second Set of Requests for Production of 

Documents (“Discovery Requests”). Plaintiffs have refused to produce discoverable documents 

responsive to the Discovery Requests and have, further, set forth no legitimate, legally 

supportable basis to justify withholding the documents at issue. Defendant certifies that it has 

attempted on multiple occasions to informally resolve this discovery dispute; however, Plaintiffs 

continue to obstruct discovery by offering baseless excuses that do not alleviate their obligation 

to provide complete responses and produce the documents at issue. A memorandum in support of 

this Motion is attached.  
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 Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
/s/ James M. Popson     
James M. Popson (0072773) 
Sutter O’Connell  
1301 East 9th Street 
3600 Erieview Tower 
Cleveland, OH 44114  
(216) 928-2200 phone 
(216) 928-4400 facsimile 
jpopson@sutter-law.com  
 
Counsel for Defendants Kisling, Nestico & 
Redick, LLC, Alberto R. Nestico, and Robert 
Redick 
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IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS 
SUMMIT COUNTY, OHIO 

 
MEMBER WILLIAMS, et al., 
 
   Plaintiffs, 
 
 v. 
 
KISLING, NESTICO & REDICK, LLC, et 
al., 
 
   Defendants. 
 
 
 

Case No. 2016 09 3928 
 
Judge Patricia A. Cosgrove 
 
 
 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANT’S MOTION TO COMPEL 
PLAINTIFFS TO RESPOND TO 
DEFENDANT’S SECOND SETS OF 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF 
DOCUMENTS  
 

  
I. INTRODUCTION  

Despite lawful requests and repeated attempts at resolution absent judicial intervention, 

Plaintiffs are withholding discoverable documents that were unlawfully stolen from Defendant 

by a former employee. Emphasis of this fact is necessary: Plaintiffs are refusing to turn over 

stolen property of the Defendant which was illicitly obtained from a third-party. Plaintiffs have 

provided no valid reason to withhold production of these documents beyond floating wild 

conspiracy theories that Defendant – a law firm of attorneys who are also officers of this Court – 

will seemingly destroy other documents purportedly responsive to Plaintiffs’ discovery requests 

if the stolen documents are produced in their entirety. Such a preposterous assertion has no 

grounds in fact, nor is it a legally supportable justification to withhold discoverable documents 

responsive to a discovery request.  

Plaintiffs seek to improperly leverage these documents to further their own discovery and 

fishing expedition in this case. Moreover, since the stolen documents at issue were 

surreptitiously obtained by Plaintiffs’ counsel from a third-party and remain the protected 

property of Defendant, Plaintiffs are hard-pressed to argue that any plausible reason exists to 
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forego the immediate production of these materials. Indeed, beyond obligations under the civil 

rules, ethical rules mandated that Plaintiffs’ counsel return these materials long ago when they 

were initially received. Plaintiffs’ refusal to produce the documents at this late date can only be 

viewed as gamesmanship that is unnecessarily slowing the progress of this case. Plaintiffs 

contend that the basis for their entire case rests in these documents – and they refuse to produce 

them. Putting aside for a moment that the documents are stolen property belonging to 

Defendants, it is axiomatic that a party cannot rely on documents to support a claim or defense 

and refuse to produce those documents in discovery. Accordingly, Plaintiffs should be compelled 

to immediately produce the documents at issue in their entirety.  

II. SUMMARY OF FACTS  

The Court is familiar with the alleged facts of this case, which can be gleaned from 

Plaintiffs’ numerous pleadings, court filings, and the statements of Plaintiffs’ counsel in open 

court. For the sake of brevity, Plaintiffs’ claims against Defendants, Kisling, Nestico & Redick, 

LLC (hereinafter individually “KNR”), Alberto R. Nestico, and Robert Redick (hereinafter 

collectively “Defendants”) are primarily based upon “information provided by . . . former KNR 

attorneys who are Plaintiffs’ source of many of the documents quoted herein[.]” (Third Amended 

Complaint at ¶ 7). One of Plaintiffs’ primary “source[s]” of this information is former KNR 

attorney Robert Horton, who provided Plaintiffs with information and documents he unlawfully 

retained upon leaving his employment with KNR. (hereinafter “Horton Documents”). (See 

8/8/17 Affidavit of Robert Paul Horton, Esq., attached hereto as Ex. A) (See also 4/5/17 Hearing 

Transcript, relevant portions attached hereto as Ex. B, at p. 22).  

The Horton Documents, which remain the property of KNR, obviously contain 

privileged, confidential, and/or proprietary information belonging to a law firm and its attorneys. 
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Nevertheless, Plaintiffs’ counsel never sequestered these documents upon receipt from Mr. 

Horton and never informed Defendants that Mr. Horton had provided Plaintiffs the documents. 

Rather, Plaintiffs reviewed, extracted, and isolated certain documents and broadcast their 

content, both publically and in court filings, as a predicate for their claims against Defendants in 

this case.   

Recognizing that Plaintiffs had not, and seemingly would not, return the entirety of the 

ill-gotten documents on which they base their claims, on August 25, 2017, KNR propounded its 

Second Sets of Requests for Production of Documents upon Plaintiffs Member Williams, Naomi 

Wright, and Matthew Johnson consisting of five identical document requests, which collectively 

requested the complete production of the Horton Documents in Plaintiffs’ possession (hereinafter 

“Discovery Requests”). (See Ex. C).1 Plaintiffs provided consolidated written responses to the 

Discovery Requests on September 29, 2017. (See Ex. D). In response to each request, and 

outright conceding that such documents were obviously discoverable, Plaintiffs agreed to 

“produce documents responsive to this request and in accordance with any Protective Order 

entered by the court.” (Id.)2 This encouraging promise now rings hollow, as a protective order 

has been entered and Plaintiffs have failed to produce the entirety of the Horton Documents.  

Defendants have conferred with Plaintiffs’ counsel to resolve this discovery dispute and 

seek production of the entirety of the Horton Documents, not only pursuant to the Discovery 

Requests but also pursuant to Orders from this Court and the ethical obligations governing 

Plaintiffs’ counsel. (See, e.g. 10/24/17 e-mail chain, attached hereto as Ex. E; 12/1/17 e-mail 

                                                            
1 On October 18, 2017, Plaintiffs filed a Third Amended Complaint adding Plaintiff Thera Reid as a new 
party. Subsequently, KNR  propounded similar discovery requests for the Horton Documents to Plaintiff 
Reid on November 15, 2017.   
 
2 On December 15, 2017, Plaintiff Reid responded similarly that “[a]ll such documents have been or will 
be produced.”  
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chain, attached hereto as Ex. F; 12/4/17 Ltr. from B. Roof to P. Pattakos, attached hereto as Ex. 

G). Nonetheless, Plaintiffs continue to stonewall the production of these documents relying on a 

fabricated, baseless assertion that Defendants will destroy documents if the entirety of the Horton 

Documents were produced.  

For instance, despite Defendants’ attempts to resolve the dispute, Plaintiffs take the 

position that: “We have repeatedly told you we will produce copies of these documents that we 

have despite your lack of legitimate need for them, but only after Defendants’ production is 

complete. As we’ve explained . . . we’ve insisted on this approach to ensure that Defendants do 

not wrongfully destroy or withhold evidence from us based on their knowledge of what is in our 

possession.” (See Ex. F, at p. 2) (emphasis added). Indeed, Plaintiffs have gone as far as to say 

“it’s understood that we have no independent right to withhold documents,” readily admitting 

their “excuses” are just that – excuses – none of which legally justify withholding discoverable 

documents. (See Ex. E, at p. 2). Most astonishingly, as recently relayed by Plaintiffs’ counsel in 

open Court, Plaintiffs claim Defendants have “no legitimate need to know what documents we 

have received from Mr. Horton” – the chief documents that Plaintiffs’ claim support the 

allegations in their Third Amended Complaint. (See 1/5/18 Hearing Transcript, relevant portions 

attached hereto as Ex. H, at pp. 68-69).  

In tacit recognition that it was improper for him to accept these documents stolen from 

another law firm, Plaintiffs’ counsel has attempted to justify his conduct by claiming that the 

Horton Documents were somehow “not stolen” by Mr. Horton because he was a 

“whistleblower,” or that the documents have lost their protection because they allegedly 

“evidence fraud.” (See Ex. H, at p. 18). This argument is factually problematic for Plaintiffs on 

multiple levels. First, there is uncontroverted evidence in the record that Mr. Horton is not, and 
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never represented himself to be, a whistleblower. Even more troubling, Plaintiffs’ counsel does 

not possess the unilateral authority to declare that any document is “evidence of fraud,” as 

justification for using documents he knew to be stolen to leverage a lawsuit. 

The sworn testimony of the purported “whistleblower” is telling. Mr. Horton: (1) 

admitted the error of taking the documents from KNR upon leaving its employ and has agreed to 

return the documents and destroy any duplicates; (2) admitted the error of giving these 

documents to Plaintiffs and their counsel; (3) admitted that he is not, in fact, a “whistleblower”; 

and (4) admitted there was no fraud in relation to his representation of Plaintiffs’ underlying 

personal injury claims. (See Ex. A).  

It is clear that Plaintiffs will not turn over the entirety of the Horton Documents, both in 

response to KNR’s Discovery Requests and pursuant to the ethical obligations of Plaintiffs’ 

counsel, and KNR has no choice but to seek immediate intervention from this Court.  

III. LAW AND ARGUMENT  

Civ.R. 37 governs the filing of a motion to compel discovery. The Rule provides that “on 

notice to other parties and all affected persons, a party may move for an order compelling 

discovery.” Civ.R. 37(A)(1). A party may move to compel a response to an interrogatory and 

request for documents. See Civ.R. 37(A)(3)(a)(iii) and (iv). In addition, an evasive or incomplete 

answer shall be treated as a failure to answer. See Civ.R. 37(A)(4). Finally, under Civ.R. 

37(A)(5)(a), Defendants seek their legal fees and costs in having to file this motion. 

A. Plaintiffs have no valid legal basis to withhold the Horton Documents.  

 Plaintiffs do not – nor can they – dispute that the Horton Documents are relevant and 

reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. See Civ.R. 26(A)(1). Nor 

have Plaintiffs set forth any legally recognized objection to justify withholding these 
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discoverable documents (privilege, etc.) or otherwise sought approval from this Court to 

preclude their production for the reasons set forth in Civ.R. 26(C).  

On the contrary, while Plaintiffs have outright agreed to produce the Horton Documents, 

they continue to obfuscate discovery by using the Horton Documents as leverage in an attempt to 

forward their own fishing expedition – under the guise of discovery requests to Defendants – for 

information having no relevance or bearing on the claims in this case. Incredulously, Plaintiffs’ 

further justify this improper gamesmanship by hurling unsupportable and ridiculous accusations 

that Defendants will destroy internal documents if Plaintiffs now produce the Horton 

Documents. Such tactics are clearly foiled by the Civil Rules. See Civ.R. 26(D) (“Unless the 

court upon motion, for the convenience of the parties and witnesses and in the interests of justice, 

orders otherwise, methods of discovery may be used in any sequence and the fact that a party is 

conducting discovery, whether by deposition or otherwise, shall not operate to delay any other 

party’s discovery.”). In Plaintiffs’ counsel’s own words, “we have no independent right to 

withhold documents.” (See Ex. E, at p. 2).  

As the Ninth District Court of Appeals recognized, “[n]o person has a privilege to refuse 

to testify or produce a document upon request in a judicial proceeding unless the constitution, a 

statute or case law provides otherwise. This rule applies to all stages of the proceeding, including 

discovery.” Springfield Local Sch. Dist. Bd. of Ed. v. Ohio Ass’n of Pub. Sch. Employees, 106 

Ohio App.3d 855, 868, 667 N.E.2d 458 (9th Dist. 1995) (citations omitted). See also Covad 

Communications Co. v. Revonet, Inc., 258 F.R.D. 17, 24 (D.C.C. 2009) (stating a party “is not 

justified in providing insufficient answers [to discovery] just because [the other party] did.”); 

Blake Associates v. Omni Spectra, Inc., 118 F.R.D. 283, 287 (D.Mass. 1988) (finding sanctions 

warranted where a party refused to produce documents until the opposing party produced 
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requested discovery). Plaintiffs’ litigation gamesmanship and delay tactics in this case should not 

be tolerated by this Court:  

Whether a product of sloth or gamesmanship, repeated delays by a party in 
discovery create unneeded delays, waste judicial resources, and sound an 
unwelcoming echo to nineteenth century ambush lawyering. At some point there 
must be a serious sanction for procedural reindeer games. Procrastinating parties 
are an anathema to the orderly administration of civil justice.  
  

Massara v. Henery, Ninth Dist. No. 19646, 2000 Ohio App. LEXIS 5425 at *5 (Nov. 22, 2000), 

citing Nakoff v. Fairview General Hospital, 75 Ohio St.3d 254, 662 N.e.2D 1 (1996).  

In Shoreway Circle v. Gerald Skoch Co., L.P.A., 92 Ohio App.3d 823, 637 N.E.2d 355 

(8th Dist. 1994), the Eighth District Court of Appeals encountered a tactical game of quid pro 

quo similar to that being played by Plaintiffs here. In Shoreway, the defendants propounded 

discovery requests to the plaintiff. When plaintiff failed to respond by the deadline, defendants 

send follow-up letters requesting responses to the outstanding discovery. Plaintiff initially agreed 

to provide the requested discovery; but a little over a month later, plaintiff changed its tune and 

“refus[ed] to respond to [defendant’s] Discovery Requests until a reasonable time after 

[defendants] fully respond to [plaintiff]’s previous Discovery Requests.” Id. at 827. The lower 

court rejected the plaintiff’s quid pro quo tactics and compelled plaintiff to respond or suffer 

sanctions, including dismissal. Id. Eventually, the plaintiff failed to fully respond to the 

defendants’ discovery requests and the trial court dismissed the case as a discovery sanction, 

which was upheld by the appellate court. Id. at 828-833.  

 Beyond hollow threats and hysterical accusations, Plaintiffs have cited no constitutional 

provision, statute, or case law to justify their continued refusal to produce the Horton 

Documents. This game of “discovery chicken” should not be condoned, and Plaintiffs should be 

ordered to produce the entirety of the Horton Documents forthwith.     
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B. Plaintiffs’ counsel was ethically obligated to immediately return the Horton 
Documents, which remain the protected property of KNR.  

 
Notwithstanding Plaintiffs’ willful snub of their obligations under the Civil Rules, 

Plaintiffs’ own counsel ignored their ethical obligations to immediately notify Defendants when 

they received the illicitly obtained documents from Mr. Horton in the first instance, further 

justifying the immediate production of the Horton Documents in their entirety here.  

Rule 4.4 of the Ohio Rules of Professional Conduct governs a lawyer’s duties with 

respect to dealing with third parties, the gathering of evidence, and notification of adverse parties 

upon receipt of documents related the representation of a client. While Prof.Cond.R. 4.4(b) only 

specifically identifies guidelines for situations when documents are “inadvertently” disclosed to 

an attorney, courts have expanded the scope of this identical rule in other jurisdictions to cover 

the ethical obligations of attorneys in possession of documents that were “voluntarily” disclosed. 

For instance, as discussed in Defendants’ Brief in Opposition to Plaintiffs’ Motion to Lift the 

Gag Order issued in this case, the United States District Court for the District of Kansas in 

Raymond v. Spirit Aerosystems Holdings, Inc., Case No. 16-1282-JTM-GEB, 2017 U.S. Dist. 

LEXIS 101926 (D. Kan. June 30, 2017)3 issued evidentiary sanctions against the plaintiffs when 

their counsel: anonymously received two sets of the defendant employer’s business documents 

from anonymous third-party sources; did not notify the defendant upon receipt; reviewed the 

documents; made a unilateral determination of which documents were privileged and/or 

confidential and which documents were not; and used those documents she pegged not protected 

in her pre-suit investigation, in preparing the complaint, and in issuing discovery requests. Id. at 

**8-14. Ultimately, while the Kansas ethical rules and the ABA Model Rules did not address the 

legal duties of a lawyer who receives records that the lawyer knows was improperly obtained by 

                                                            
3 Copy attached hereto as Ex. I for the Court’s convenience.  
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a third party as opposed to receipt of documents that were “inadvertently” sent (similar to the 

Ohio rule), the court found that, at a minimum, plaintiffs’ counsel had a legal duty to disclose the 

receipt of the records to the defendant, regardless of whether the records enjoyed any legal 

protection or not. Id. at **24-29, 31-51.  

 Raymond and the numerous cases discussed therein a wholly instructive here. Plaintiffs’ 

counsel received records from a former employee of KNR, Mr. Horton. Knowing that Mr. 

Horton was an attorney and that the records were taken from a law firm (and that Mr. Horton has 

been a friend of Plaintiffs’ counsel since high school), counsel should have recognized that 

Defendants would claim the documents were protected in some fashion or another. If counsel 

was engaged in the course of representing clients with claims against Defendants, he should (at 

minimum) have sequestered the documents and notified the Court. See, e.g., Brado v. Vocera 

Communs., Inc., 14 F. Supp. 3d 1316 (N.D. Cal. 2014). If he was not representing clients with 

claims against Defendants, then he apparently used the documents to leverage this entire case – 

clients included. Regardless, the proper course of action here was not for counsel to unilaterally 

decide that he had a privilege to not only review the documents, quote them extensively in 

pleadings, and broadcast some of them to the public; but also to refuse to return them upon 

request of the aggrieved law firm.4  

 While Plaintiffs’ assert the Horton Documents have no protection because they were “not 

stolen” by Mr. Horton, because he was acting as a “whistleblower,” or that the documents 

somehow “evidence fraud,” this position is unsustainable. As Raymond demonstrates, counsel 

had a duty to immediately notify Defendants of the Horton Documents upon receipt, regardless 

                                                            
4 Defendants view Plaintiffs’ counsel’s acceptance and use of stolen documents in this lawsuit as a 
potentially serious issue, and reserve the right to pursue appropriate sanctions, such as those discussed in 
Raymond, after they have had the opportunity to review all documents that Plaintiffs received from Mr. 
Horton.  
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of their protected status. Nonetheless, Plaintiffs’ own witness repudiates their position, as Mr. 

Horton’s sworn testimony confirms that he wrongfully obtained and transmitted the documents 

to Plaintiffs’ counsel and he did not consider himself a “whistleblower.” (See Ex. A).5 Moreover, 

Plaintiffs unsubstantiated claim that the documents are unprotected under an apparent “crime-

fraud” exception is, once again, belied by Mr. Horton’s own sworn testimony. (Id.) On a more 

basic level, all of Plaintiffs’ characterizations of the Horton Documents must be rejected at this 

point in the case because the Court, like defense counsel, has never seen them.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

Obviously, this Court should compel complete responses to the Discovery Requests and 

the immediate production of the entirety of the Horton Documents as outlined above. This Court 

should also award fees for the needless preparation of this Motion pursuant to Civ R, 37.  

 Respectfully submitted, 
 
/s/ James M. Popson     
James M. Popson (0072773) 
Sutter O’Connell  
1301 East 9th Street 
3600 Erieview Tower 
Cleveland, OH 44114  
(216) 928-2200 phone 
(216) 928-4400 facsimile 
jpopson@sutter-law.com  
 
Counsel for Defendants Kisling, Nestico & 
Redick, LLC, Alberto R. Nestico, and Robert 
Redick 

 
  

                                                            
5 Plaintiffs’ use of the term “whistleblower” is apparently colloquial, as the term has a specific meaning 
under Ohio law. See, R.C. 4113.52 (an individual who reports misconduct to his employer and who is 
thus provided protection from retaliation for such report). It is undisputed that Mr. Horton is not, and 
never was a whistleblower.  
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 
 Pursuant to Civ.R. 5(B)(2)(f), the undersigned certifies that a copy of the foregoing 
Motion to Compel was filed electronically with the Court on this   23rd   day of January, 2018. 
The parties, through counsel, may access this document through the Court’s electronic docket 
system. 
 
 
 
        

 /s/ James M. Popson     
James M. Popson (0072773) 
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IN THE CCIURT OF COMMON PTãAS
SUMMTT COUNTY, O}üO

KISLING, NESTICO & REDICTç LLC

Plaintiff, Judge Alíson Breaux

ROBERT PA.UL HORTON
AffidavÍt of Robert Pptrl Horúon. Esq.

Defendant.

Nowcomes affiant, Robe¡tPaulHorton,Esq., afterfirstbeingdulyswom accordfugtolaw, and

states the following to be true:

1' I am over 1.8 years old, of sound mind, a Defendant in the above-captioned action, and a

licensed âtlorney in good standingwitti thc Srate of Ohio, registration number A0g432L.

2, I have personal knowledge of the $tâtements made in this Afñdavi! and all statements

are made to the best of my knowlodge.

3. Kisling tegal Group, LLC dba Kisling Nestico &. Redicþ LtC, hired me as an

employee on February20"2012. Myposition wâs as an "åssociate attorney''inthepre-litþationgroup,

where I primarily represented claimants in personal injuqy actions prior to the fiting of a lawsuir

(hereinafter referred to as ',claimants', or.'ciients').

4. At the time of my hire, l signad a ConficientialityAgreement, a true and accurate copy of

which is at1¿ched as Exhibit ..4,'"

5. My employment with Klsling l-Êgal troup, IJ.C dba Kisling, Nestiso & Redick, LLC

terrninated on Ma¡ch 17,2015.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-20n-A3-n36

vs
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6. Prior to the temination of my emplolment, I did not report or t!¡eaten to report Kisling

Iægal Group, LlC, dba Kisting Nestico & Redick, LLC or any of its owners, stoctùolde¡s, pârtners,

associates, employees, or other agents or represent{ives (tereinafter collectiveþ referred to as "I(lrlR")

to any governmental, professional, or other authority for any reason, including but not limited to any

violations of law, violations of the Ohio Rules of Professional Conduc! ethical violations, ûaud, or

other legal wrongdoing.

7. During my emplo¡mrent with KNR, I did not violate the Ohio Rules of Professional

Conduct.

8. Duringmy employnent v/'ith KNR, I did not personally observe any violations of the

ohio Rules of Professional Conduc! including in the Memberwilliarns case.

9. During my employment with KNR, I did not report or threaten to report KNR to any

govemmental, professional, or other authority for a.ny reason, including violations of the Ohio Rules of

Professional Conduct, ethicat violatiorn, or fraud.

1.0. The pleadings in the case of Member TVilliams, et al. v. Kisling Nestico & Redicþ Ltr-C

action, Case No. CY-2076-09-3928, refer to me as a "whistleblowe,r." I do not consider myself a

"whistleblower" under Ohio law or federal law.

L7. On September 1.3, z}l3,Member TVilliams was involved in a motor vehicle accident

(hereinafter refe,lred to as the "Accident").

12. I represented Member Williams through my employment with KNR to obtain

compensation for her for the injuries she suffered in the Accident.

L3. I contacted Chuck DeRemar, who I understood to work for third-party vendor MRS

Investigations. When I contacted this Chuck DeRemar, and I knew that Kisling, Nestico & Redicþ

LLC would pay MRS I_uvestigations.

tfù
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L4. On September 17,201.3, Member Williams signed a Contingency Fee Agreement for

her represeutation by me and Kisling, Nestico & Rediclc, LI"C.

15. I represented Member lVilliams under the terms and conditions of this Williams

Contingency Fee Agreement a¡d pursuant to my duties and responsibilities under the Ohio Rr¡les of

P¡ofessional Conduct.

L6. Ibelieve theWillia¡¡rs ContingencyFeeAgreementwasproperundertheOhio Rulesof

Professional Conduct.

17. I represented Member'Williams rurtiJ my departrue from KNR on March 17,?nL5,

performing legal services on her behalf.

18. During my representation of Member Williams, and to the best of my knowledge:

a. Neither KNR nor I requested Member tiVitlians neat with any chiropractor as a
result of the Accident;

b- Neitler KNR nor I requested or obtained a medical report on Member
williams' behalf from any chiropractor as a¡esult ofthe AJcidenq

c. I was not aware of KNR fronting any expenses fo¡ a chiropracfor report for
Member Williams;

d Icompliedwiththe OhioRulesofProfessionalConductinmyrepresentationof
Member V/itliams;

e. I yry 1ot av¡are of pa¡nnents made by any medical providers to KNR as a result
of thei¡ treafrnent of Member williams or as a iesult of their payment for
reports reiated to Member Wiliiams' case;

f' I was not aware of any pa1ærents made by MRS Investigations, Inc. or any
person associated with MRS Investigations, Inc. to KNR as a rezult of Member
Williams'case;

g. I did not take, witness, or become aware of any "kickbacks' by any individual
or entity to KNR, Robert Nestico, Robert Redick, or any otheiperson or entþ
as a restilt of the Accident, I(}.lR's representation of Mãmb". friilia*r, or thã
settlement of Member V/illiams' claim;

v{ù
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h. Member Willia¡ns was not advised by me to take any loan, including any loan

vvith Liberry Cqpital or any other loan company in which the loan would be

guaranteed by the prospective proceeds of the settlement of he¡ claim;

i. Iwas not av¡are of anyone atKNR advisingMemberWilliamsto take anysuch
loan;

j. I was not aw¿ue of any loan that Member V/illia¡ns entered into guaranteed by
the proqpective proceeds of the settlement of her claim.

L9. I believe that the intake department at KNR sent me a copy of tle accident report /

police roport from the Stow Police Deparhent in Member Williams' case. I do not know how the

intake deparhent obtained the accident report /police report.

20. Following my departure from KNR, I sent a text message to Brandy Gobrogge at

KNR recommending that KNR call Membe¡ Willia¡ns.

21,. Befo¡e I texted with Brandy Gobrogge, I talked v¡ith Member V/illiams. Duringmy

conversation with Member'Williams, I did not advise her that any fraud or ethical violations had

occurred with her case and I was not awa¡e of any fraud or ethical violations that had occur¡ed with

her case.

22. Duringmy emplolmentwith KNR,I repesentedover lOOOotherclaimantsforwhichl

negotiated settlements for personal injuries.

23. In representingthe cl¡im¿¡lsmentioned intheprecediogpuragaph, claimantswere not

always treated by a chiropracto¡. I did not force a claimant to ever use a specific chiropractor.

24. When discussing the distibution of settlement proceeds with my and KNR's clients, I

obtained client approval before deducting those fees or costs from the settlement proceeds.

25. I only askedmyandKNR's clientsto sign thesettLementMemorandr¡miflbelievedthe

fees, expenses, and payments to the client were fair and reasonable a¡d the client agreedto them.

{,{ù
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26 . During my representation of claimants as an attoiney with KNR, I was not awarc of any

pa¡mrents made by MRS Investigations, Inc. or any other third purty vendor or individual to KNR,

Robert Nestico, or Robert Redick that could be considered a 
o'kickbaok." I am not aware of payments

of any kind ¡¡sdg by MRS Investigations, Inc. or any other third party vendor or indivldual to KNR,

Robert Nestico, or Robert Redick.

n. Druiag my representation of claimants as aa attorney with K¡{R, I was never aware of

KNR requesting reimbu$ement from a client fo¡ a case-related expense that was not paid by KNR.

28. Third party vendors, such as MRS lnvestigations, Inc. and other independent

conmcto$, would at times perform the following functions: sþleining the accident report, periodically

takingphotogaphs of the vehicles involved in the acciden! periodically takingphotogaphs of injured

claimants, o¡ other activities. The amount of work performed by the investigator, investigative firm, or

thitd p*ty vendor depended on the individual case.

29. On the cases that I handled and all ca.ses of which I am aware during my employment

with KN& third party vendo¡s were paid by KNR, and then listed as an expense to the client, but the

client was not immediately responsible for repaying the expense

30. I was never aware of an " rpcharge" or "zurcharge" on any expenses charged to clients.

All expenses ïyere simply pass-tÏ:¡ough expenses that KNR had incurred, and only the actual cost was

charged to the client, to the best of my knowledge.

31. If the client did not recover on the client's personal injury claim, K¡lR did not seek

reimbursement of the investigator expense or any other fees or expenses.

32. I never became aware of any case in which the client did not agree to the fee but KNR

charged the investigator fee anyfuvay. I am not aware of a ci¡cumstance in whích a claimant objected to

the investigator fee.

q,qù
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33. To thebest of my memory, KNR voluntarily discountedtheirfeesinthevastmajority of

casesthat I settled while workjng at KNR.

34. I am not aware of any "quid pro quo" relationship between Liberly Capial Funding,

LLC and KNR, its owners, or its employees. I discoruaged KNR clients to obtain such loans.

35. I never dema¡ded any clients bonowfrom Liberfy CapitalFunding, LI-C (hereinafter

"Liberty Capital"). 'While 
some ofmy clients borrowed ûom Liberty Capital, such tansaction was only

completed after I counseled the client against entering into the loan agreement.

36. I arnnotaware of any"kickback" orotherpaymentsmadebyLiber(yCapitaltoKNRor

any of its olvners or employees in return for KNR directing clients to borrow from Liberty Capital. In

fact, I am not aware of any payments of any kind being made by Liberty Capital Funding to KNR or

any of its owners or employees.

37. I am not aware of the ownership stuchue of Liberty Capital nor do I have information

to suggest that Rob Nestico, Robert Redick, or anyone at KNR had any fiqåncial or ownership interest

in Liberty Capital Funding,IJ,C.

38. During my time with KNR, I did not observe KNR ever forcing or requiring a client to

take a loan with Liberty Capital or any other lender.

39. The reports prepared by chiropractors or other health care providers served the purpose

of documenting the iqiury. I sometimes used these reports to support the clients' claims dtuing

settlement negotiations with insurance companies.

40. I am not aware of any chiropractor, medical doctor, or other health care províder sending

any payments to KNR, its employees, or its ownsrs, for referral of any claimant to the chiropractor,

medical doctor, or other heatth care provider.

çÌù
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41'. I am not aware of Alron Square Chiropractics or any other ctriropractor, medical doctor,

or other health care provider making a payment or 'okickback" to KNR, its employees, or its owne(s.

42. I will ¡eturn to KNR all docr¡¡¡rents, electronic mails (emails), electronic information,

downloaded information, and all other info¡rnation obtained from KNR by August g,ZOt7.

43, I will provide copies of the items mentioned in the precedingparagraph to the Court and

will thereafter destroy all such infonnation in my possession and agree not to disseminate such

inforrnation in any manner, unless otherwise ordered to do so by a Court of competent j'risdiction.

44. I am ¡¡s1arù/ars of any attomey, ov¡ner, or other employee of KNR conspiringwith any

chiropractors or any other third party vendors to inflate bilings.

45. I have reviewed this affidavit with my attorney and voluntarily agrce to provide this

affidavit, which is truthful to the best of my knowledge.

Further afña¡t sayeth naugbt.

Robert Paul Horton

N-y-l 7
Date

STATE OF OHIO

COUNTY OF SUMMIT

swom to before me and subscribed in my presence this # day of Augu srzlJtï

(. oQlelatt, â7. (øa3frtcr\
þ.¿t

)
)
)

çe\

snt {as ala {7rr>a
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IN THE COURT
COUNTY

COMMON PLEAS
SUMMIT

OF
OF

MEMBER WTLLIAMS,

Plaintiff,

KTSLING, NESTTCO &

REDICK, LLC.

Defendant.

APPEARANCES:

SUBODH CHANDRA,
PETER PATTAKOS /
DONALD P. SCREBN,

cASE NO. 201,6-09-3928

TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS

VOLUMEl (OflVolume)

Attorney at Law,
Attorney at Law,
Attorney at Law,
on behalf of the Pl-aintif f .

Attorney at Law,
Attorney at Law,
on behalf of the Defendant.

Attorney at Law.
Attorney at Law.

JAMES M

BRIAN E

POPSON,
ROO F,

PRESENT:
R. ERIC KENNEDY,
THOMAS P. MANNION

BE IT REMEMBERED that upon the hearing of

the above-entitled matter in the Court of Common

Pleas, Summit County, Ohio, before THE HONORABLE

ALISON BREAUX, Judge Presiding, commencing on

April 5, 2017, the following proceedings \^/ere

had being a Transcript of Proceedings:

Maryann Ruby, RPR
Official- Court Reporter
Summit County Courthouse
209 South Hiqh Street
Akron, OH 44308
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requests \^Iere granted, this Court would be

presented with just a huge amount of

documents that this Court would have to

review, that would take a really long time

to go through if Mr. Horton r¡/ere required

to turn everything over.

MR. ROOF: Can I ask, are

those all documents that he took from

KN&R?

MR. PATTAKOS: What I

understand, what I can represent on the

record is that Mr. Horton has his hard

drive from when he left KN&R. He has his

e-maj-ls from when he left KN&R, and I did

not think that was a secret.

MR. ROOF: But that' s in

violation of his confidentiality

agreement.

MR. PATTAKOS: That is between

Defendants and Mr. Horton.

And contained in these documents

are evidence of what we believe is fraud;

and, therefore, a confidentiality

agreement and these are arguments that

can be presented to this Court in the

MARYANN RUBY, RPR OFFTCIAL COURT REPORTER
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IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS
SUMM¡T COUNTY, OHIO

MEMBER WILLIAMS, et al.,

Plaintiffs,

V.

KISLING, NESTICO & REDICK, LLC, et al.,

Defendants.

CASE NO. CV-2016-09-3928

JUDGE ALISON BREAUX

DEFENDANT KISLING, NESTICO &
REDICK. LLC'S SECOND SET OF
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS TO PLAINT¡FF MEMBER
WILLIAMS

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

Pursuant to Rule 34 of the Ohio Rules of Civil Procedure, Defendant Kisling, Nestico &

Redick, LLC ('KNR") requests that Plaintiff Member Williams respond in writing and produce

documents responsive to KNR's Second Set of Requests for Production of Documents within

twenty-eight (28) days of service hereof. These Requests are deemed continuing in nature and will

require supplemental answers, pursuant to Ohio Civil Rule 26(E), as additional information

becomes available to Plaintiff.

INSTRUCTIONS

ln answering the Discovery Requests that follow, Plaintiff must furnish all information that is

in her possession, the possession of her attorney(s), orwithin her possession, custody, or control.

l. Definitions

For the purpose of these Discovery Requests, unless otherwise stated, the following terms

shall have the meanings indicated:

(a) "Plaintiff' or "You" means Plaintiff Member Williams, as well as all putative class

members, and all of their employees, attorneys, agents, partners, members, affiliates,

representatives, and allother persons acting on their behalf.

(b) "KNR' means Defendant Kisling, Nestico & Redick, LLC, and all of its officers, directors,

employees, agents, partners, members, shareholders, affiliates, representatives, and all

other persons acting on its behalf.

1
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(c) "Redick" means Defendant Robert W. Redick.

(d) "Nestico" means Defendant Alberto R. Nestico.

(e) "Defendants" means KNR, Nestico, and Redick.

(f) "Lawsuit" means the case captioned Member Williams v. KNR, ef a/. that was originally

filed in Cuyahoga County, Case No. CV 16 866123 and is now captioned CV-2016-09-

3928 in Summit County Court of Common Pleas.

(g) "Complaint" means Plaintiffs' class action Second Amended Complaint filed against

Defendants in the Lawsuit.

(h) "Answer" means KNR, Nestico, and Redick's separate Answers to the Complaint filed in

the Lawsuit.

(i) "lnvestigation Fee" means the fee outlined in lV.F. and lV.G. of the Complaint and

serves as the basis for this Lawsuit.

0) "Contact" means any meeting, phone conversation, communication, letter, discussion,

facsimile, correspondence, electronic communication (including, without limitation,

electronic mail, texting, Twitter, etc.) or gathering.

(k) "Communication" means any written or oral statement or notation of any nature,

including but not limited to conversations, correspondence, dialogue, discussions, e-

mails, interviews, consultations, meetings, telephone calls, letters, telecopies, telephone

logs, diaries, agreements and other understandings between or among two or more

persons, and all other forms of oral or written expression by which information may be

conveyed.

(l) "Document" or "documents" means any and all records, statements, memoranda,

reports, letters, notes, messages, written communications, correspondence, emails, text

messages, social media communications (e.9., Twitter and Facebook), contracts, forms,

manuals, charts, graphs, data sheets, spreadsheets, bulletins, computer runs, journals,

ledgers, books, bills, transcripts, checks, drafts, photographs, audio and/or video tape

2
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recordings, mechanical and/or electrical records, electronic documents, computer

documents, punch cards, print-out sheets, notes, books of account, brochures, circulars,

magazines, notebooks, diaries, calendars, appointment books, tables, papers, minutes

of meetings of any kind, drafts of any documents, data processing disks or tapes or

computer produced interpretations of the above, and any and all tangible items or written

matter whatsoever of any kind or nature in Plaintiff's possession or control or within the

possession and control of Plaintiff's attorney, agents, or other representative of Plaintiff

and Plaintiff's attorney.

(m)"ldentify" or "identification" used in reference to a person means to state his or her full

name, age, date of birth, present address, the person's present or last known position

and business affiliation, educational background, and the person's position and business

affiliation at the time in question.

(n) "ldentify" or "identification" used in reference to a document means to state the date and

type of document (e.9., letter, memorandum), the author, recipient, its present location

and custodian and a summary of its contents. lf any such documents are in Plaintiffs

control, attach copies thereof, or if you are unwilling to do so, state when and where you

will allow Defendants' attorneys to inspect and copy said documents. lf any such

documents were but are no longer in Plaintiff's control, state what disposition was made

of them.

(o) "ldentify" and/or "describe" when used in reference to any act, contact, event, statement,

conversation, representation, policy, practice, claim or question of law or fact means that

at least the following information shall be given: date and place of each pertinent

occurrence; identification of each person present; detailed description of each

occurrence; identification of each document referring to or relating thereto. lf any such

documents are in your control, attach copies thereof, or if you are unwilling to do so,

state when and where you will allow Defendants' attorneys to inspect and copy said

3
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documents. lf any such documents were but are no longer in your control, state what

disposition was made of them.

(p) "Person" means natural persons, firms, partnerships, associations, corporations, joint

ventures, and any other entity or organization.

(q) "Relating to" or "relate to" shall include, without limitation, embodying, pertaining to,

reflecting, referring to, regarding, referencing, concerning, constituting, comprising,

discussing, or having any bearing upon or logical or factual connection with the subject

matter in question.

(r) The words "and" and "or" shall be construed both in the conjunctive and the disjunctive,

and the singular shall include the plural and vice versa.

(s) Whenever the "date" of any occurrence is asked for, give the exact date, if known; if the

exact date is not known, give an approximate date so identified; if an approximate date

is not known, give the month and year; if the month is not known, give the approximate

season and year ofthe occurrence.

ll. Claims of Privilege

lf you claim privilege as a ground for objecting to a request, refuse to answer an

interrogatory, or refuse to produce a document, then with respect to the document, communication,

or information sought, provide a privilege log.

lll. Preservation of Electronic lnformation

You are advised that Defendants intend through their Discovery Requests to obtain

information that has been maintained or stored in an electronic format. Plaintiff must take any and

all necessary actions to preserve any electronic information.

DOCUMENT REQUEST

1. All documents or othertangible items Robert Horton produced or provided to Plaintiff and/or

Plaintiff's attorneys that reference, involve, include, or are in any way related to any of the

named Plaintiffs, any claimants or Plaintiffs represented by KNR, investigator's fees or

4
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2

payments, chiropractor referrals, loans, the parties to this action, or any of the allegations or

defenses in this case.

All text messages Robert Horton produced or provided to Plaintiff and/or Plaintiff's attorneys

that reference, involve, include, or are in any way related to any of the named Plaintiffs, any

claimants or Plaintiffs represented by KNR, investigator's fees or payments, chiropractor

referrals, loans, the parties to this action, or any of the allegations or defenses in this case.

All e-mails, electronic mails, or any other electronic messages Robert Horton produced or

provided to Plaintiff and/or Plaintiff's attorneys that reference, involve, include, or are in any

way related to any of the named Plaintiffs, any claimants or Plaintiffs represented by KNR,

investigator's fees or payments, chiropractor referrals, loans, the parties to this action, or

any of the allegations or defenses in this case.

All Flash Drives, disks, CDs, thumb drives, drop box files, or any other storage media or

mechanism provided by Robert Horton to Plaintiff and/or Plaintiff's attorneys that were not

already produced in response to Requests for Production Numbers 1 through 3 above.

All documents, electronic information, or other tangible items provided by Robert Horton to

Plaintiff and/or Plaintiffs attorneys that were not already produced in response to Requests

for Production Numbers 1 through 4 above.

Respectfu lly su bm itted,

/s/ Brian E. Roof
James M. Popson (0072773)
Brian E. Roof (0071451)
Sutter O'Connell
1301 East 9th Street
3600 Erieview Tower
Cleveland, OH 44114
(216) 928-2200 phone
(21 6) 928-4400 facsim ile
ipooson@sutter-law.com
broof@sutter-law.com

Counselfor Defendants Kisling, Nestico & Redick,
LLC, Alberto R. Nestico, and Robert Redick

3.

4

5.

5
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

A copy of the foregoing Defendant Kisling, Nesfico & Redick, LLC's Second Sef of Requesfs
for Production of Documents to Plaintiff Member Williams was sent this 25th day of August, 2017 lo
the following via electronic and Regular U.S. Mail:

Subodh Chandra
Donald Screen
Peter Pattakos
The Chandra Law Firm, LLC
1265 E.6th Street, Suite 400
Cleveland, Ohio 44113
subod h.chand ra@chandralaw. com
donald.screen@chandralaw. com
peter. pattakos @chand ralaw. com

Counselfor Plaintiff

/s/ Brian E. Roof
Brian E. Roof (0071451)

6
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IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS
SUMMIT COUNTY, OHIO

MEMBER WILLIAMS, et al.,

Plaintiffs,

V.

KISLING, NESTICO & REDICK, LLC, et al.,

Defendants.

CASE NO. CV-2016-09-3928

JUDGE ALISON BREAUX

DEFENDANT KISL¡NG. NESTICO &
REDICK. LLC'S SECON D REOUESTS FOR
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS TO
PLAINTIFF MATTHEW JOHNSON

Pursuant to Rule 34 of the Ohio Rules of Civil Procedure, Defendant Kisling, Nestico &

Redick, LLC ("KNR") requests that Plaintiff Matthew Johnson respond in writing and produce

documents responsive to KNR's Second Set of Requests for Production of Documents within

twenty-eight (28) days of service hereof. These Requests are deemed continuing in nature and will

require supplemental answers, pursuant to Ohio Civil Rule 26(E), as additional information

becomes available to Plaintiff.

INSTRUCTIONS

ln answering the Discovery Requests that follow, Plaintiff must furnish all information that is

in her possession, the possession of her attorney(s), orwithin her possession, custody, or control.

l. Definitions

For the purpose of these Discovery Requests, unless otherwise stated, the following terms

shall have the meanings indicated:

(a) "Plaintiff' or "You" means Plaintiff Matthew Johnson, as well as all putative class

members, and all of their employees, attorneys, agents, partners, members, affiliates,

representatives, and all other persons acting on their behalf.

(b) 'KNR" means Defendant Kisling, Nestico & Redick, LLC, and all of its officers, directors,

employees, agents, partners, members, shareholders, affiliates, representatives, and all

other persons acting on its behalf.

1
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(c) "Redick" means Defendant Robert W. Redick.

(d) "Nestico" means Defendant Alberto R. Nestico.

(e) "Defendants" means KNR, Nestico, and Redick.

(f) "Lawsuit" means the case captioned Member Williams v. KNR, et al. lhal was originally

filed in Cuyahoga County, Case No. CV 16 866123 and is now captioned CV-2016-09-

3928 in Summit County Court of Common Pleas.

(g) "Complaint" means Plaintiffs' class action Second Amended Complaint filed against

Defendants in the Lawsuit.

(h) "Answer" means KNR, Nestico, and Redick's separate Answers to the Complaint filed in

the Lawsuit

(i) "lnvestigation Fee" means the fee outlined in lV.F. and lV.G. of the Complaint and

serves as the basis for this Lawsuit.

ú) "Contact" means any meeting, phone conversation, communication, letter, discussion,

facsimile, correspondence, electronic communication (including, without limitation,

electronic mail, texting, Twitter, etc.) or gathering.

(k) "Communication" means any written or oral statement or notation of any nature,

including but not limited to conversations, correspondence, dialogue, discussions, e-

mails, interviews, consultations, meetings, telephone calls, letters, telecopies, telephone

logs, diaries, agreements and other understandings between or among two or more

persons, and all other forms of oral or written expression by which information may be

conveyed.

(l) "Document" or "documents" means any and all records, statements, memoranda,

reports, letters, notes, messages, written communications, correspondence, emails, text

messages, social media communications (e.9., Twitter and Facebook), contracts, forms,

manuals, charts, graphs, data sheets, spreadsheets, bulletins, computer runs, journals,

ledgers, books, bills, transcripts, checks, drafts, photographs, audio and/or video tape

2
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recordings, mechanical and/or electrical records, electronic documents, computer

documents, punch cards, print-out sheets, notes, books of account, brochures, circulars,

magazines, notebooks, diaries, calendars, appointment books, tables, papers, minutes

of meetings of any kind, drafts of any documents, data processing disks or tapes or

computer produced interpretations of the above, and any and all tangible items or written

matter whatsoever of any kind or nature in Plaintiff's possession or control or within the

possession and control of Plaintiff's attorney, agents, or other representative of Plaintiff

and Plaintiff's attorney.

(m)"ldentify" or "identification" used in reference to a person means to state his or her full

name, age, date of birth, present address, the person's present or last known position

and business affiliation, educational background, and the person's position and business

affiliation at the time in question.

(n) "ldentify" or "identification" used in reference to a document means to state the date and

type of document (e.9., letter, memorandum), the author, recipient, its present location

and custodian and a summary of its contents. lf any such documents are in Plaintiffs

control, attach copies thereof, or if you are unwilling to do so, state when and where you

will allow Defendants' attorneys to inspect and copy said documents. lf any such

documents were but are no longer in Plaintiff's control, state what disposition was made

of them.

(o) "ldentify" and/or "describe" when used in reference to any act, contact, event, statement,

conversation, representation, policy, practice, claim or question of law or fact means that

at least the following information shall be given: date and place of each pertinent

occurrence; identification of each person present; detailed description of each

occurrence; identification of each document referring to or relating thereto. lf any such

documents are in your control, attach copies thereof, or if you are unwilling to do so,

state when and where you will allow Defendants' attorneys to inspect and copy said

3
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documents. lf any such documents were but are no longer in your control, state what

disposition was made of them.

(p) "Person" means natural persons, firms, partnerships, associations, corporations, joint

ventures, and any other entity or organization.

(q) "Relating to" or "relate to" shall include, without limitation, embodying, pertaining to,

reflecting, referring to, regarding, referencing, concerning, constituting, comprising,

discussing, or having any bearing upon or logical or factual connection with the subject

matter in question.

(r) The words "and" and "or" shall be construed both in the conjunctive and the disjunctive,

and the singular shall include the plural and vice versa.

(s) Whenever the "date" of any occurrence is asked for, give the exact date, if known; if the

exact date is not known, give an approximate date so identified; if an approximate date

is not known, give the month and year; if the month is not known, give the approximate

season and year of the occurrence.

ll. Claims of Privilege

lf you claim privilege as a ground for objecting to a request, refuse to answer an

interrogatory, or refuse to produce a document, then with respect to the document, communication,

or information sought, provide a privilege log.

lll. Preservation of Electronic Information

You are advised that Defendants intend through their Discovery Requests to obtain

information that has been maintained or stored in an electronic format. Plaintiff must take any and

all necessary actions to preserve any electronic information.

DOCUMENT REQUEST

1. All documents or other tangible items Robert Horton produced or provided to Plaintiff and/or

Plaintiff's attorneys that reference, involve, include, or are in any way related to any of the

named Plaintiffs, any claimants or Plaintiffs represented by KNR, investigator's fees or

4
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2

payments, chiropractor referrals, loans, the parties to this action, or any of the allegations or

defenses in this case.

All text messages Robert Horton produced or provided to Plaintiff and/or Plaintiff's attorneys

that reference, involve, include, or are in any way related to any of the named Plaintiffs, any

claimants or Plaintiffs represented by KNR, investigator's fees or payments, chiropractor

referrals, loans, the parties to this action, or any of the allegations or defenses in this case.

All e-mails, electronic mails, or any other electronic messages Robert Horton produced or

provided to Plaintiff and/or Plaintiff's attorneys that reference, involve, include, or are in any

way related to any of the named Plaintiffs, any claimants or Plaintiffs represented by KNR,

investigator's fees or payments, chiropractor referrals, loans, the parties to this action, or

any of the allegations or defenses in this case.

All Flash Drives, disks, CDs, thumb drives, drop box files, or any other storage media or

mechanism provided by Robert Horton to Plaintiff and/or Plaintiff's attorneys that were not

already produced in response to Requests for Production Numbers I through 3 above.

All documents, electronic information, or other tangible items provided by Robert Horton to

Plaintiff and/or Plaintiffs attorneys that were not already produced in response to Requests

for Production Numbers I through 4 above.

Respectfully su bm itted,

/s/ Brian E. Roof
James M. Popson (0072773)
Brian E. Roof (0071451)
Sutter O'Connell
1301 East 9th Street
3600 Erieview Tower
Cleveland, OH 44114
(216) 928-2200 phone
(21 6) 928-4400 facsim i le
ipopson@sutter-law. com
broof@sutter-law.com

Counselfor Defendants Kisling, Nestico & Redick,
LLC, Alberto R. Nestico, and Robert Redick

3

4

5

5
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

A copy of the foregoing Defendant Kisling, Nesfico & Redick, LLC's Second Sef of Requesfs
for Production of Documents to Plaintiff Matthew Johnson was sent this 25th day of August, 2017 to
the following via electronic and Regular U.S. Mail:

Subodh Chandra
Donald Screen
Peter Pattakos
The Chandra Law Firm, LLC
1265 E.6th Street, Suite 400
Cleveland, Ohio 44113
subodh.chand ra@chandralaw.com
donald.screen@chandralaw.com
peter. pattakos@chand ralaw. com

Counselfor Plaintiff

/s/ Brian E. Roof
Brian E. Roof (0071451)

6
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IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS
SUMMIT COUNTY, OHIO

MEMBER WILLIAMS, et al.,

Plaintiffs,

V.

KISLING, NESTICO & REDICK, LLC, et al.,

Defendants.

CASE NO. CV-2016-09-3928

JUDGE ALISON BREAUX

DEFENDANT KISLING. NESTICO &
REDICK. LLC'S SECOND SET OF
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS TO PLAINTIFF NAOMI
WRIGHT

Pursuant to Rule 34 of the Ohio Rules of Civil Procedure, Defendant Kisling, Nestico &

Redick, LLC (.KNR") requests that Plaintiff Naomi Wright respond in writing and produce

documents responsive to KNR's Second Set of Requests for Production of Documents within

twenty-eight (28) days of service hereof. These Requests are deemed continuing in nature and will

require supplemental answers, pursuant to Ohio Civil Rule 26(E), as additional information

becomes available to Plaintiff.

INSTRUCTIONS

ln answering the Discovery Requests that follow, Plaintiff must furnish all information that is

in her possession, the possession of her attorney(s), orwithin her possession, custody, or control.

l. Definitions

For the purpose of these Discovery Requests, unless otherwise stated, the following terms

shall have the meanings indicated:

(a) "Plaintiff' or "You" means Plaintiff NaomiWright, as well as all putative class members,

and all of their employees, attorneys, agents, partners, members, affiliates,

representatives, and all other persons acting on their behalf.

(b) 'KNR" means Defendant Kisling, Nestico & Redick, LLC, and all of its officers, directors,

employees, agents, partners, members, shareholders, affiliates, representatives, and all

other persons acting on its behalf.

1
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(c) "Redick" means Defendant Robert W. Redick.

(d) "Nestico" mearìs Defendant Alberto R. Nestico.

(e) "Defendants" means KNR, Nestico, and Redick.

(f) "Lawsuit" means the case captioned Member Williams v. KNR, ef a/. that was originally

filed in Cuyahoga County, Case No. CV 16 866123 and is now captioned CV-2016-09-

3928 in Summit County Court of Common Pleas.

(g) "Complaint" means Plaintiffs' class action Second Amended Complaint filed against

Defendants in the Lawsuit.

(h) "Answer" means KNR, Nestico, and Redick's separate Answers to the Complaint filed in

the Lawsuit.

(i) "lnvestigation Fee" means the fee outlined in lV.F. and lV.G. of the Complaint and

serves as the basis for this Lawsuit.

(j) "Contact" means any meeting, phone conversation, communication, letter, discussion,

facsimile, correspondence, electronic communication (including, without limitation,

electronic mail, texting, Twitter, etc.) or gathering.

(k) "Communication" means any written or oral statement or notation of any nature,

including but not limited to conversations, correspondence, dialogue, discussions, e-

mails, interviews, consultations, meetings, telephone calls, letters, telecopies, telephone

logs, diaries, agreements and other understandings between or among two or more

persons, and all other forms of oral or written expression by which information may be

conveyed.

(l) "Document" or "documents" means any and all records, statements, memoranda,

reports, letters, notes, messages, written communications, correspondence, emails, text

messages, social media communications (e.9., Twitter and Facebook), contracts, forms,

manuals, charts, graphs, data sheets, spreadsheets, bulletins, computer runs, journals,

ledgers, books, bills, transcripts, checks, drafts, photographs, audio and/or video tape

2
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recordlngs, mechanical and/or electrical records, electronic documents, computer

documents, punch cards, print-out sheets, notes, books of account, brochures, circulars,

magazines, notebooks, diaries, calendars, appointment books, tables, papers, minutes

of meetings of any kind, drafts of any documents, data processing disks or tapes or

computer produced interpretations of the above, and any and all tangible items or written

matter whatsoever of any kind or nature in Plaintiff's possession or control or within the

possession and control of Plaintiff's attorney, agents, or other representative of Plaintiff

and Plaintiff's attorney.

(m)"ldentify" or "identification" used in reference to a person means to state his or her full

name, age, date of birth, present address, the person's present or last known position

and business affiliation, educational background, and the person's position and business

affiliation at the time in question.

(n) "ldentify" or "identification" used in reference to a document means to state the date and

type of document (e.9., letter, memorandum), the author, recipient, its present location

and custodian and a summary of its contents. lf any such documents are in Plaintiffs

control, attach copies thereof, or if you are unwilling to do so, state when and where you

will allow Defendants' attorneys to inspect and copy said documents. lf any such

documents were but are no longer in Plaintiff's control, state what disposition was made

of them.

(o) "ldentify" and/or "describe" when used in reference to any act, contact, event, statement,

conversation, representation, policy, practice, claim or question of law or fact means that

at least the following information shall be given: date and place of each pertinent

occurrence; identification of each person present; detailed description of each

occurrence; identification of each document referring to or relating thereto. lf any such

documents are in your control, attach copies thereof, or if you are unwilling to do so,

state when and where you will allow Defendants' attorneys to inspect and copy said

3
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documents. lf any such documents were but are no longer in your control, state what

disposition was made of them.

(p) "Person" means natural persons, firms, partnerships, associations, corporations, joint

ventures, and any other entity or organization.

(q) "Relating to" or "relate to" shall include, without limitation, embodying, pertaining to,

reflecting, referring to, regarding, referencing, concerning, constituting, comprising,

discussing, or having any bearing upon or logical or factual connection with the subject

matter in question.

(r) The words "and" and "or" shall be construed both in the conjunctive and the disjunctive,

and the singular shall include the plural and vice versa.

(s) Whenever the "date" of any occurrence is asked for, give the exact date, if known; if the

exact date is not known, give an approximate date so identified; if an approximate date

is not known, give the month and year; if the month is not known, give the approximate

season and year ofthe occurrence.

ll. Claims of Privilege

lf you claim privilege as a ground for objecting to a request, refuse to answer an

interrogatory, or refuse to produce a document, then with respect to the document, communication,

or information sought, provide a privilege log.

lll. Preservation of Electronic lnformation

You are advised that Defendants intend through their Discovery Requests to obtain

information that has been maintained or stored in an electronic format. Plaintiff must take any and

all necessary actions to preserve any electronic information.

DOCUMENT REQUEST

1. All documents or other tangible items Robert Horton produced or provided to Plaintiff and/or

Plaintiff's attorneys that reference, involve, include, or are in any way related to any of the

named Plaintiffs, any claimants or Plaintiffs represented by KNR, investigator's fees or

4
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payments, chiropractor referrals, loans, the parties to this action, or any of the allegations or

defenses in this case.

All text messages Robert Horton produced or provided to Plaintiff and/or Plaintiff's attorneys

that reference, involve, include, or are in any way related to any of the named Plaintiffs, any

claimants or Plaintiffs represented by KNR, investigator's fees or payments, chiropractor

referrals, loans, the paÍies to this action, or any of the allegations or defenses in this case.

All e-mails, electronic mails, or any other electronic messages Robert Horton produced or

provided to Plaintiff and/or Plaintiff's attorneys that reference, involve, include, or are in any

way related to any of the named Plaintiffs, any claimants or Plaintiffs represented by KNR,

investigator's fees or payments, chiropractor referrals, loans, the parties to this action, or

any of the allegations or defenses in this case.

All Flash Drives, disks, CDs, thumb drives, drop box files, or any other storage media or

mechanism provided by Robert Horton to Plaintiff and/or Plaintiffs attorneys that were not

already produced in response to Requests for Production Numbers 1 through 3 above.

All documents, electronic information, or other tangible items provided by Robert Horton to

Plaintiff and/or Plaintiffs attorneys that were not already produced in response to Requests

for Production Numbers 1 through 4 above.

Respectfully su bm itted,

/s/ Brian E. Roof
James M. Popson (0072773)
Brian E. Roof (0071451)
Sutter O'Connell
1301 East 9th Street
3600 Erieview Tower
Cleveland, OH 44114
(216) 928-2200 phone
(21 6) 928-4400 facsim ile
i popson@sutter-law. com
broof@sutter-law.com

Counselfor Defendants Kisling, Nestico & Redick,
LLC, Alberto R. Nestico, and Robert Redick

3.

4

5.

5
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

A copy of the foregoing Defendant Kisling, Nesfico & Redick, LLC's Second Sef of Requesfs
for Production of Documents to Plaintiff Naomi Wright was sent this 25th day of August, 2017 to the
following via electronic and Regular U.S. Mail:

Subodh Chandra
Donald Screen
Peter Pattakos
The Chandra Law Firm, LLC
1265 E.6th Street, Suite 400
Cleveland, Ohio 44113
subodh.chandra@chandralaw.com
donald.screen@chandralaw.com
peter. pattakos@chandralaw.com

Counsel for Plaintiff

/s/ Brian E. Roof
Brian E. Roof (0071451)

o
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MEMBERWILLIAMS et al.,

Plaintiffs,

vs.

KISLING, NESTICO & REDICK,LLC, et a/.,

Defendants.

Case No. 2016-CV -09-3928

Judge Allison Breaux

PLAINTIFFS, RESPoNSES TO DEFENDANT KISLING, NBSTICO, AND IìEDICK,S
SEcoND SsTs or REeUESTS FoRPRoDUcrroN oF DOCUMENTS

IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLE,AS
SUMMIT COUNTY, OHIO

Defendant l(isling, Nestico & Redick, LLC ('KNR")'s served identical second sets of request for

production of documents on Named Plaintiffs Member \Tilliams, Naomi Ìlright, and Matthew Johnson.

Plaintiffs respond to these requests respectively, with identical responses, as follows.

GENERAL OBJECTIONS

1. Plaintiffs' specifìc objections to each interrogatory or request are in addition to the

General Objections set forth in this section. These General Obiections form a part of the response to

each and every request and are set forth here to avoid duplication. The absence of a reference to a

General Objection in each response to a particuiar request does not constitute a waiver of any General

Objection with respect to thât request. All responses are made subject to and without waiver of Plaintiffs'

general and specifìc objections.

2. To the extent that Defendant's requests are inconsistent with each other, Plaintiffs

object to such requests.

3. To the extent that Defendânt's requests exceed the scope of permissible inquiry under

the Ohio Rules of Civil Procedure, Plaintiffs object to such requests. To the extent that responses to such

requests are providecl herein, itis in aneffort to expedite discoveryin this âction
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4. Plaintiffs oblect to Defendants' requests to the extent that they are unreasonably

burdensome, and to the extent they call upon Plaintiffs to investigate, collect and disclose information

that is neither relevant to the subject m^ttef of this action nor reasonably calculated to lead to the

discovery of admissible evidence. To the extent that responses to such requests are provided herein, it is

in an effort to expedite discovery in this action.

5. Plaintiffs' responses and objections herein shall not waive or prejudice any objections

Ms. Williams may later assert, including but not limited to objections as to competency, relevance,

materiabtt¡ or admissibiJity in subsequent proceedings or at the trial of this at 
^ny 

other action.

6. Plaintiffs object to Defendant's requests to the extent they seek information or materials

thatare akeady within Defendant's possession, custody, or control, or thât are equally available to him, on

the grounds that such requests are unduly burdensome and oppressive.

7. Plaintiffs object to Defendant's requests to the extent that they call upon Ms. l7illiams to

produce information that is not in Plaintiffs' possession, custody, or control.

B. Plaintiffs object to Defendant's requests to the extent they purport to seek any

information immune from discovery because of the attorney-client privilege, the work-product doctrine,

or any other applicable law, rule or privilege.

9. Plaintiffs object to any request to the extent thât it refers to or incorporates a previous

request to which an objection h¿s been made.

10. Plaintiffs object to Defendant's requests to the extent they are vague or ambiguous.

11. Plaintiffs object to Defend¿nt's requests to the extent they seek information that is

confidential and proprietary. Such information will be produced only in accordance rvith a duly entered

protective order.

As discovery is ongoing, Plaintiffs reserve the right to supplement these responses.

DOCUMENT REOUESTS

1. Al1 documents or other tangible items Robert Horton produced or provided to Plaintiff andf or

Plaintiffs âttorneys that reference, involve, include, or are in 
^ny 

w^y related to any of the named

Plaintiffs, any claimants or Plaintiffs represented by KNR, investigator's fees or payments,
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chiropractor referrals, loans, the parties to this action, or 
^ny 

of the allegations or defenses in this

case.

RESPONSE: Objection-this request seeks information that is protected work-product as it reflects the

impressions of counsel in preparation for litigation. It is also unduly burdensome and not reasonably

calculated to lead to the discovery of relevant evidence. Notwithstanding and withoutwaiving this or any

of the above stated general objections, Plaintiffs will produce documents responsive to this request and in

accordance with any Protective Order entered by the court.

2. All text messages Robert Horton produced or provided to Plaintiff andf or Plaintiffs âttorneys

that reference, involve, include, oÍ àre in any way related to any of the named Plaintiffs, any

claimants or Plaintiffs represented by i(NR, investigator's fees or payments, chiropractor

referrals, loans, the parties to this action, ot any of the allegations or defenses in this case.

RESPONSE: Objection-this request seeks information that is protected work-product as it reflects the

impressions of counsel in preparation for litigation. It is also unduly burdensome and not reasonably

calculated to lead to the discovery of relevant evidence. Notwithstanding and withoutwaiving this or any

of the above stated general objections, Plaintiffs will produce documents responsive to this request and in

accordance with any Protective Order entered by the court.

3. All e-mails, electronic mails, or âny other electronic messages Robert Horton produced or

provided to Plaintiff andf or Plaintiffs âttorneys that reference, involve, include, or 
^re 

ìn any

way related to any of the named Plaintiffs, any claimants or Plaintiffs represented by KNR,

investigator's fees or payments, chiropractor referrals, loans, the parties to this action, or any of

the allegations or defenses in this case.

RESPONSE: Objection-this request seeks information that is protected work-product as it reflects the

impressions of counsel in preparation for litigation. It is also unduly burdensome and not reasonably

calculated to lead to the discovery of relevant evidence. Notwithstanding and without waiving this or any

of the above stated general objections, Plaintiffs will produce documents responsive to this request ancl in

accordance with any Protective Order entered by the court.

4. Ail Flash Drives, clisks, CDs, thumb drives, drop box fìles, or any other storage media or
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mechanism provided by Robert Horton to Plaintiff andf or Plaintiffs âttorneys that were not

akeady produced in response to Requests for Production Numbers 1 through 3 above.

RESPONSE: Objection-this request seeks information that is protected work-product as it reflects the

impressions of counsel in preparation for litigation. It is also unduly burdensome and not reasonably

calculated to lead to the discovery of relevant evidence. Noru¡ithstanding and without waiving this or any

of the above stated general objections, Plaintiffs will produce documents responsive to this request and in

accordance with any protective order entered by the court, to the extent any such thumb drives can be

located.

5. All documents, electronic information, or other tangible items provided by Robert Horton to

Plaintiff andf or Plaintiffs âttorneys that were not already produced in response to Requests for

Production Numbers 1 through 4 above.

RESPONSE: Objection-this request is ovedy broad, vague, unduly burdensome, and not reasonably

calculated to lead to the discovery of relevant evidence. Without waiving any of the above stated general

objections, Plaintiffs state that they will produce all documents received from Horton that relate to I(NR.

Dated: September 29,2017 Respectfully submitted,

THE PATTAKOS LAST FIRM, LLC

/ ¡/ Daniel Frech

Peter Pattakos (0082884)
Daniel Frech (0082737)
101 Ghent Road
Fairlawn, OH 44333
P: 330.836.8533
F: 330.836.8536
p eter @p attako slaw. c o m
dfu ech@p attakoslaw. com

Atto m ey for P laiø tif M en b er I{/i //ia n s

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

The foregoing document was served on counsei for Defendants by email on September 29,201,7

/ ¡/ DanielFrech
Attornelfor Plainffi
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Peter Pattakos <peter@pattakoslaw.com>

Tuesday, October 24,2017 3:25 PM

Brian E. Roof
Joshua Cohen; Daniel Frech; James M. Popson; ekennedy@weismanlaw.com; Tom
Mannion; Michele Adornetto
Re:Williams v. KNR -- Discovery ResponsesSubject:

We'll email you the written responses shortly

Peter Pattakos
The Pattakos Law Firm LLC
l0l Ghent Road
Fairlawn, OH44333
330.836.8533 office; 330.28 5.2998 mobile
peter@pattakoslaw.com
www.pattakoslaw.com

This email might contain confidential or privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it and alert us.

On Tue, Oct24,2017 at 3:16 PM, Brian E. Roof <broof(@sutter-law.com> \,rote:

Peter:

Your concerns are not legitimate. Please confirm that you will providing today with Plaintiffs' written responses to the
interrogatories, requests for admission, and requests for production of documents, as you promised.

Thanks,

Brian

From : Peter Patta kos [ma ilto : peter@ patta koslaw. com]
Sent: Tuesday, October 24,20L7 3:15 PM

To: Brian E. Roof
Cc: Joshua Cohen; Daniel Frech; James M. Popson; ekennedy@,weismanlaw.coml Tom Mannion; Michele
Adornetto
Subject: Re: Williams v. KNR -- Discovery Responses
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Brian

Defendants'egregious refusal to produce basic and obviously relevant documents only heightens our concenìs
over spoliation. I know you understand that these concerns are legitimate.

Also, it's understood that we have no independent right to withhold documents, which was the whole point of
my calling you this morning to tell you that we intended to ask the Court for its approval absent Defendants'
permission.

As I said below, tomorrow we'll send you a letter detailing the deficiencies in Defendants'production for your
consideration. You can give me a call to talk any time after you've had a chance to review the letter, and we can
set up aface to face meeting as well if you think that would be productive. You should also feel free to call me
if you want to talk in the meantime.

Thanks

Peter Pattakos

The Pattakos Law Firm LLC

l0l Ghent Road

Fairlawn. OH 44333

330.836.8533 office; 330.285.2998 mobile

peter@pattakos lavv. com

rvww.pattakoslarv. com

This email might contain confidential or privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it and alert us.
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On Tue, Oct24,2017 at2:06PM, Brian E. Roof <broof@sutter-law.com> wrote

Peter

There is absolutely no basis for you to accuse counsel and Defendants of intending to destroy documents or withhold
documents intentionally. Such a baseless accusation is completely unprofessional. ln addition, even though you have

no independent right to withhold documents based on what you perceive as unacceptable objections in Defendants'

responses, we will allow you to not produce documents until we meet and confer in order to avoid motion
practice. Therefore, in light of Ms. Loya's recent email, please provide us with potential dates to meet and confer
regarding the discovery issues. Fínally, as you promised on our call this morníng, please provide us today with Plaintiffs'
written responses to the interrogatories, requests for admission, and requests for production of documents.

Regards,

Brian

From : Peter Patta kos [ma i lto : peter@ patta koslaw. com]
Sent: Tuesday, October 24,2017 12:48 PM

To: Brian E. Roof
Cc: Joshua Cohen; Daniel Frech; James M. Popson; ekennedy@weismanlaw.com; Tom Mannion; Michele Adornetto
Subject: Re: Williams v. KNR -- Discovery Responses

Brian,

When I called you this morning, I informed you of our concerns over Defendants' baseless refusal to produce a

substantial amount of basic and essential documents in response to our duly served document requests, as made

apparent in your responses (effectively non-responses) that you served us late yesterday.

Out of our 70 pending requests, Defendants only produced documents responsive to 8 of them, with the buik of
the "3,000 pages" you refer to below consisting of the Named Plaintiffs' client files, most of which have no
bearing at all on the case. Defendants further state in their responses that they refuse to produce documents
responsive to 45 of Plaintiffs' pending requests. This refusal pertains to requests for basic and essential
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information such as documents reflecting KNR's policies and procedures on when and how to use an

"investigator" on a client matter, and when an "investigation fee" should be charged, documents reflecting non-
client-specific communications with Liberty Capital representative Ciro Cerrato, documents reflecting
discussions, communications or assessments of the value of narrative reports in pursuing personal injury
settlements, and the complete "email chains" from which Defendants have claimed that the emails quoted in the

second amended complaint were "taken out of context." None of these requests are vague, none of them are

overbroad, and none are unduly burdensome. And this is only a partial list of the basic and essential information
that Defendants have wrongly refused to produce.

I also informed you on the phone this morning that, in light of Defendants' unlawful refusal to respond to our
document requests, Plaintiffs intend to seek a protective order providing that we are not required to turn over
the rest of our responsive documents (which are only the rest of the documents that we received from Rob
Horton and Gary Petti) until the Defendants fully and fairly respond to our requests. This is so we can ensure

that Defendants do not destroy or wrongly withhold information based on their knowledge of what information
is in our possession and that the Court and jury will be presented with evidence of any such wrongful
withholding or destruction.

That is why I asked you to confirm for us, one way or another, as to whether it will be necessary for us to seek

this protective order, or if Defendants will agree to an extension of our deadline to produce documents so that
the parties may first attempt to resolve the issues with the Defendants'production.

If you intended to confirm this extension with your email below, please clarify. Otherwise, please let us know if
we need to pursue this motion for a protective order.

In either case, we will get back to you tomorrow with a full accounting of the deficiencies in Defendants'
production.

Thank you.

Peter Pattakos

The Pattakos Law Firm LLC

l0l GhentRoad

Fairlawn. OH 44333

330.836.8533 offrce; 330.285.2998 mobile

.com
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wu¡w. pattakoslaw.com

This email might contain confidential or privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it and alert us.

On Tue, Oct24,20ll at II:40 AM, Brian E. Roof <broof@sutter-law.co wrote

Peter:

This email confirms that you are not going to produce documents responsive to Defendants' document requests
today, as ordered by the Court in her October 17,2017 Case Management Order, because you believe
Defendants did not produce enough documents. Defendants complied with our obligations, including detailed
responses to Plaintiffs' Second Set of Interrogatories and Second Set of Requests for Admission. As for the
document production, Defendants have produced over 3,000 pages of documents. In addition, per my cover
letter, we have asked for dates to meet and confer about the unduly burdensome nature of some of Plaintiffs'
document requests. Please provide us with some dates. In the interim, please contact me with any questions or
comments.

Regards

Brian

tìf,L
,\'l"{'()lì

Brian E. Roof
3600 Erieview Tower
1301 E. 9th Street
Cleveland oH 44114

Direct:
Mobile

216.928.4527
440.413.5919
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Fax: 216.928.4400

broof@sutter-law.com
www.sutter-law.com

Thisisaprivilegedandconfidential communication. lfyouarenottheintendedrecipient,youmust: (1)notifythesenderoftheerror; (2)destroythis
communication entirely, including deletion of all associated attachment files from all individual and network storage devices; and (3) refrain from copying
or disseminating this communication by any means.

5f, nl.ur. consider the environment before printing this e-mail.

Brian E. Roof

Sutter O'Gonnell Co.

Direct:
Mobile:

216.928.4527
440.413.5919

This is a privileged and confidential communication. lf you are not the intended recipient, you must: (1) notify the sender of the error; (2) destroy this
communication entirely, including deletion of all associated attachment files from all individual and network storage devices; and (3) refrain from copying
or disseminating this communication by any means.

Brian E. Roof

Sutter O'Gonnell Co.
Direct: 216.928.4527
Mobile: 440.413.5919

This is a privileged and confidential communication. lf you are not the intended recipient, you must: (1) notify the sender of the error; (2) destroy this
communication entirely, including deletion of all associated attachment files from all individual and network storage devices; and (3) refrain from copying
or disseminating this communication by any means.
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On Fri, Dec 1, 2017 ar 5:22PM, Brian E. Roof <broof@sutter-law.co wrote:

Peter:

1. Hopefully, we can agree on stipulations that will address most of the discovery disputes.

2. Regarding your lack of document production, we don't know what Horton provided you so we are
entitled to those documents. And we can't trust Horton on what he says he produced to you. Once

again you make things up. The Court never granted you a protective order that required Defendants to
produce all of their documents before Plaintiffs were required to produce their documents. There is

nothing on the docket that reflects that order. Rather, because you made such a big issue that you

served your document requests a day earlier, you wanted Defendants to produce their documents a day
before Plaintiffs had to produce their documents. The Court reluctantly agreed that Defendants would
produce their documents on Monday and then Plaintiffs would produce their documents on

Tuesday. Read the transcript of the October L6 hearing. We have produced over 3,000 pages of
documents and are continuing to produce documents (next week). There ís no excuse for you not to
produce your documents, other than the fact that once again you want to dictate discovery. That is not
how it works. Produce your documents immediately. Finally, you have no good faith basis to contend
that officers of the court would destroy documents. That is a false and defamatory statement.

3. Regarding your questions about KNR's email system, you can ask those questíons of Mr. Whitaker
on December L5, assuming that the deposition still proceeds. You will not have access to KNR's

document system for the deposition. As we stated earlier, we object to the inspection. Please confirm
whether Mr. Whitaker's deposition will proceed on December L5.

Please contact me with any questions or comments

Regards,

Bria n
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Fro m : Peter Patta kos I ma i lto : peter@ patta koslaw. com]
Sent: Friday, December 0I, Z0L7 3:53 PM

To: Brian E. Roof
Cc: Eric Kennedy; Mannion, Tom; Michele Adornetto; John Hill; Joshua Cohen; Dean

Williams; Daniel Frech; James M. Popson

Subject: Re: Williams v. KNR -- Plaintifß Depositions

Brian,

1) Thanks for the stipulations. Some of them appear to be useful in at least some regard. 
'We'll

get back to you on them in our response to your Nov. 15 letter.

2) I don't see any need to add what I've already made clear about the deposition scheduling, other

than to address Mr. Mannion's separate email about the documents, to which you refer below.

3) To respond to Mr. Mannion's email, and your related claims below that we "just refuse to

produce the documents despite [y]our repeated requests," we have repeatedly made clear to you

the followiftg: Defendants are already in possession of all of the documents Horton provided us, and were evçn before

you filed your strike suit against Horton. We have repeatedly told you we will produce copies of these documents that we

have despite your lack of legitimate need for them, but only after Defendants' production is complete. As we've

explained, including in our motion for protective order that the Court granted, we've insisted on this approach to ensure

that Defendants do not wrongfully destroy or withhold evidence from us based on their knowledge of what is in our

possession. As Defendants' obstructive responses to our requests have so far made clear-and as will be made

increasingly clear if Defendants continue to obstruct-it's a good thing we took this approach.

4) What you are saying about the email system doesn't make any sense. It does not seem plausible that running a basic

search of a law firm's email system would take hours. Please confirm that KNR's email system is Outlook based, and that

all emails are stored on a cloud, or advise us as to the system type and means of storage so we may consider this claim.

Additionatly, there is no concern about the disclosure of "confidential, proprietary, and

privileged information in the document system that you are not allowed to see." We are ofÍicers

ofthe Court aîd are subject to a protective order, and have no intent to disclose any such

information, and in any event, we are only asking to see hit counts for searches using certain key

terms. This is in no way privileged or protected information.

I'11 await your response on point 4. I don't need to hear back from you on points 2 and 3. If you

have any more to say on them, you can take it up with the Court.
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Thank you.

Peter Pattakos

The Pattakos Law Firm LLC

l0l ChentRoad

Fairlawn. OH 44333

330.836. 8533 office; 330.285.2998 mobile

peter@pattakos I aw. com

www.pattakoslaw.com

This email might contain confidential or privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete it and
alert us.

On Fri, Dec 1, 2017 at 1:35 PM, Brian E. Roof w.com> wrote

Peter,

Again, as Mr. Hill pointed out, you do not get to determine when we take our depositions. You seem to
protest too much that you are not dictating the scheduling of depositions, but that is exactly what you

are doing, as Mr. Hill stated in his email. lt is obvious from your correspondence that you want to
control discovery and the depositions, without providing any "compelling reasons" for this. There is

noth¡ng in the rules or the custom of the practice that allows you to do this.

ln addition, as Mr. Mannion mentioned, you supposedly have allthe documents you need to prove your

case. So your argument that you do not have "any documents of any substantial relevance to the claims

at issue" is false. You just refuse to produce the documents despite our repeated

requests. Furthermore, whether we want to proceed with the depositions of Plaintiffs without
document production is our choice. You have no say in the matter. Please provide us with dates for the
depositions of Plaintiffs Williams, Wright, and Reid.
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As for the deposition of Mr. Wh¡taker, we are objecting to your complete access to KNR's document
system that you have requested ("Plaíntiffs request to inspect and test all systems or databases in

Defendants'custody or controlon which any and allof the KNR Defendants'emails are stored."). There
is confidential, proprietary, and privileged information in the document system that you are not allowed
to see. Defendants will not allow you complete access to KNR's document system.

ln addition, your request that Mr. Whitaker log into the system to show searches will not provide you
with the information you desire. lt is my understanding that to run the searches that Mr. Whitaker did
and show that they crashed takes a couple of hours. We provided you with the documents that show
the crash and you can ask Mr. Whitaker about those documents and the crashes. ln addition,
Defendants have no obligation to have Mr. Whitaker log-ín and run searches, as that was not part of the
Rule 30(B)(5) deposition notice. Please confirm whether Mr. Whitaker's deposition will proceed on
December 15 (without access to KNR's data system) and its location.

Finally, attached for your review is a draft of the joint stipulatíons. Please review and provide us with
your thoughts and comments. ln the interim, please contact me with any questions or comments.

Regards,

Brian
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SumtrR
O'CoNNELL
ATTORNEYS

Brian E. Roof
Phone: 216.928.4527

Fax: 216.928.4400
Cell: 440.413.5919

broof@sutter-law.com

December 4,2017
VIA E.MAIL
Peter Pattakos
peter@ pattakoslaw. com
The Pattakos Law Firm, LLC
101 Ghent Road
Fairlawn, Ohio 44333

Member Williams v. Kisling, Nestico and Redick, LLC, et al.
Summit County, Court of Common Pleas Case No. CV-2016-09-3928

Dear Peter:

Enclosed are documents bates stamped KNR03288-KNR03396, which are part of our
continuous document production. Some or all of these documents are part of the stolen
documents from Mr. Horton. We will be filing a motion to exclude the use of the stolen
documents and the documents relating to those stolen documents and for sanctions.

ln addition, we continue to demand the deposition of Plaintiffs Williams, Wright, and Reid
and the production of Plaintiffs' documents. As you have insisted, discovery, including
document production, should be done simultaneously. The key word is simultaneously, which
has not occurred on your part. lndeed, based on the Court's October 16th hearing, Plaintiffs
documents were due over a month ago after Defendants produced their documents. Either
way, Plaintiffs' document production is late. Please produce the documents immediately.

Finally, Plaintiffs need to provide us with the signed and verified interrogatory verification
pages. You have had plenty of time to set up a meeting with your clients for them to sign the
verification pages. There is absolutely no excuse for the delay.

Please contact me with any questions or comments

Sincerely,

Sutter O'Connell

Brian E. Roof
BER/ma
Enclosures
cc: James M. Popson

Eric Kennedy
Tom Mannion
John Hill

3ê0S Erieview Tower - 1301 East9lh Slreet- Cleveland, Ohio 44114
Phone: 216.928.22$0 - Fax, 21ö,S28"4400 - w\¡vw"sufier-law"com

Re
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IN THE COURT
COUNTY

COMMON PLEAS
SUMMIT

OF
OF

MEMBER
af . ,

K]SLÏNG, NESTICO &

REDICK, LLC, et âf .,
Defendants.

APPEARANCES:
PETER PATTAKOS,
DEAN WILLTAMS,
JOSH COHEN,

JAMES M. POPSON;
BRIAN E. ROOF,
THOMAS P. MANNTON,
R. ERIC KENNEDY,

VüILLIAMS, €t

Plainti ffs,
l/ Q

Hi11,
M. Kinlow,

Attorney at Law,
Attorney at Law,
Attorney at Law,
Attorney at Law,
on behalf of the

cASE NO. CV-2016-09-3928

TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEED]NGS

VOLUMEl (OflVolume)

Attorney at Law,
Attorney at Law,
Attorney at Law,
on behalf of the Plaintiffs.

Defendants.

John F
Meleah

Attorney at Law,
Attorney at Law,
on behalf of Defendant Minas
Floros, D. C.

BE IT REMEMBERED that upon the hearing of

the above-entitl-ed matter in the Court of Common

Pleas, Summit County, Ohio, before THE HONORABLE

PATRICIA A. COSGROVE, Judge Presiding, commencing

on January 5, 2078, the following proceedings

were had being a Transcript of Proceedings:

Maryann Ruby, RPR
Official Court Reporter
Summit County Courthouse
209 South High Street
Akron, OH 44308
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chance to rul-e on di f f erent

confidentiality issues.

THE COURT: Do those

documents in part remain sealed?

MR. PATTAKOS: Your Honor, they

have remained sealed.

And it's our position that this is

evj-dence of f raud that \^/as produced by a

whistlebl-ower. This is not stol-en

documents. This is evidence of fraud that

cannot be protected by any kind of

confidentiality agreement.

So we understand their position

that the documents are stolen.

ftrs our position that that

argument is absurd and not supported by

law. And \^/e have brief ed this issue. And

it is part of ,n/hy the Court lifted the gag

order initially. And part of al-so h/hy the

Court remains at least Judge Breaux.

Irm not sure how it applies to you now

this litigation ín the 9th District.

But there is currently pending

litigation over whether this information

will be unsealed.

MARYANN RUBY, RPR OFFICIAL COURT REPORTER
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two or

VrTithin

have

THE COURT:

MR. POPSON:

We have some documents

we have requested from

likewise, that \^/e have

satisfactory responses

THE COURT:

fil-e a

MR. MANNION:

Honor? Two

address now

has not been responded to?

MR. PATTAKOS: Hopefully within

three weeks.

THE COURT: AIl right.

the next 30 days.

MR. POPSON : Your Honor, \^re

MR

asked for

They wil-1

depositíons

like those

THE COURT:

MANN I ON :

the depositions of

not agreed to give

You may respond.

We will respond.

and discovery that

the other side,

not got

to as well.

Are you going to

If I may, Your

would l-i ke to

briefly?

Briefly.

One, is \^¡e have

Plainti ffs .

us the

of

if

these \^/e

we could

of the Pl-aintif f s. Vrle would

to go forward

Second, Mr. Pattakos stood in open

MARYANN RUBY, RPR OFFICIAL COURT REPORTER
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court in front of Judge Breaux and said

that his case is based on the documents

that Horton took from KNR and gave to him.

We have asked for those documents.

He is refusing to produce those documents.

And his reasoning is if he produces those

documents, he' s af raid \^/e might destroy

something.

No idea what he is talking about.

It's not a valid objection. We would like

the documents that Horton gave him.

MR. PATTAKOS: To respond to

that, Your Honor, what \^/e wanted to avoid

was a situation where the documents that

hre received f rom them in response to our

requests would be defined by what they

knew we had. Vüe wanted to avoid that

situation.

Now, for them to defend their

cl-aim, they don't need J-egitimately

they have no legitimate need to know what

documents \^te have received from

Mr. Horton.

And r^/e are in a position nou/ so

what I asked Judge Breaux for, that she

MARYANN RUBY, RPR OFFICIAL COURT REPORTER
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* Positive
Asof: January 23,2A18 8:11 PM Z

Ravmond v. Spirit AeroSysferns Holdinqs, lnc.

United States ûistrict Court for the District of Kansas

June 30, 2017, Decided;June 30, 2017, Filed

Case No. 16-1282-JTM-GEB

Reporter
2017 U.S" Dist. LEXIS 101926*;2017 WL 283'1485

DONETTA RAYMCIND, et al., Plaintiffs, vs. SPIRIT
AEROSYSTEMS HOLDINGS, lNC. , and SPIRIT
AEROSYSTEMS, lNC., Defendants.

Subsequent Hisfory: Objection ovenuled by, Motion
denied by Ravmond v^ Spirit Aeratystems Haldinss.
|nc..2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 143869 {D. Kan.. $ept" 6.

2017t

Prior History: Ra:¡mond v. Spirit Aerp$ystems
Holdinds.319 F.R.Ð.334,2017 U.S. Ðisi LEXIS 25605
(D. Kan.. Feb.22.2017l

Core Terms

documents, Plaintiffs', ethics, parties, confidential,
privileged, discovery, sanctions, disclosure, notifo,
Defendants', d isqual ification, attorneys', i nherent power,
cases, anonymously, marked, Professíonalism,
proprietary, email, unauthorized, inadvertent,
termination, model rules, issues, opposing counsel,
privilege-marked, Chambers, appears, employees

Gounsel: [.1] For Donetta Raymond, on behalf of
themselves and all others similarly situated, Frederick
Heston, on behalf of themselves and all others similarly
situated, Jilun Sha, on behalf of themselves and all
others similarly situated, Randy Williams, on behalf of
themselves and allothers similarly situated, William
Scott Denny, on behalf of themselves and all others
similarly situated, Debra Hatcher, on behalf of
themselves and all others similarly situated, Brian
Marks, on behalf of themselves and all others similarly
situated, Russell Ballard, on behalf of themselves and
all others similarly situated, Gregory Bucchin, on behalf
of themselves and all others simílarly situated, Bruce
Ensor, on behalf of themselves and all others similarly
situated, Forrest Faris, on behalf of themselves and all
others similarly situated, Cheryl Renee Gardner, on
behalf of themselves and all others similarly situated,
Clark T^ Harbaugh, on behalf of themselves and all

others similarly situated, Craig Hoobler, on behalf of
themselves and all others similarly situated, Brian Scott
Jackson, on behalf of themselves and all others similarly
situated, William Koch, on behalf of themselves and all
others similarly [.2] situated, Fred Longan, on behalf of
themselves and all others similarly situated, David B.

Miller, on behalf of themselves and all others similarly
situated, Kenneth L Poole, Jr., on behalf of themselves
and all others similarly situated, Bahram Rahbar, on
behalf of themselves and all others similarly situated,
Russell Sprague, on behalf of themselves and all others
similarly situated, Craig Tolson, on behalf of themselves
and all others similarly situated, Robert Troilo, on behalf
of themselves and all others similarly situated, Curtis J.

Vines, on behalf of themselves and all others similarly
situated, Bradley Kent Asmann, Richard T. Bach, Robin
S. Bradley, Kathleen K. Byram, Emílio C. Caire, Jr.,
John M. Chandler, Tiffiney Dawn Conley, Victor L.

Daniels, Deadra F. Doyon, Roderick L. Duke, Anne M.

Duncan, Jimmie L. Felt, Steven Eric Floyd, Ronald E.
Guest, Joel M. Goyot, Audrey Henning, Alan B. Holi,
Randy T. Hopper, Donna J. Hottman, James Hutchison,
Koryin J. Kilgroe, Lambert Kobagaya, Nick Koss, Dennis
Kraus, Daniel L. Krenke, John O. Lawellin, Robert H.

Lawson, Brent John Lobile, Jill Lorber, Jeff Maftin, Brian
T. Maschino, William B. Moehring, Brian Owens,
Jodene Patterson, [*3] Cornell D. Payne, Pon
Phouthavong, Nancy D. Rapp, James D. Reese, Dennis
Edward Richardson, Jefirey Lee Roberts, James R.

Russell, Terry Sawyer, Ronald Schauf, Shane Schmidt,
Chadwick R. Scott, Michael Duane Shaheen, Terry
Spear, Diane G. Ward, Larry G. Weaver, Glen Fondaw,
Plaintitfs: Daniel B. Kohrman , Dara S. Smith, Laurie A.
McCann, LEAD ATTORNEYS, PRO HAC VICE, AARP
Foundation Litigation, Washington, DC; Diane S. King,
Kimberly J. Jones, LËAD ATTORNËYS, PRO HAC
VICE, King & Greisen, LLP, Denver, CO; Randall K.

Rathbun, LEAD ATTORNEY, Depew Gillen Rathbun &
Mclnteer, LC, Wichita, KS.

For Spirit AeroSystems Holdings, lnc., Spirit
Aerosystems, lnc., Defendants: Boyd A. Byers, Charles
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E. McClellan, James M. Armstrong, Teresa L. Shulda,
Trisha A^ Thelen, LEAD ATTORNEYS, Foulston Siefkin
LLP - Wichita, Wichita, KS.

Judges: GWYNNE E. BIRZER, United States
Magistrate Judge.

Opinion by: GWYNNE E. BIRZER

Opinion

MEMORANDUM AND SRDER

This matter is before the Court on Defendants' Motion
for Protective Order and Sanctions (ECF No. 172). On
March 22, 2A17, the Court convened an in-person
hearing to address the pending motion. Plaintiffs
appeared through counsel, Randall K. Rathbun and
Diane S. King. Defendants appeared through [.4]
counsel, James M. Armstrong and Boyd A. Byers. After
consideration of both the arguments of counsel and the
parties' briefing, Defendants' Motion (ECF No. 172) is

GRANTEÐ in part and DENIED in part for the reasons
outlined below.

L Backgroundl

A. Nature of Suit

ln July and August,2A13, defendant Spirit AeroSystems
("Spirit"¡2 conducted a "reduction in force" ("RlF') which
terminated the employment of the named Plaintiffs3 and

more than two hundred other workers (Compl., ECF No.

1, at 5). The workers were all mernbers of the Society of
Professional Engineering Employees in Aerospace
('SPEEA'), a labor union. Plaintiffs claim the RIF
eliminated a disproportionate number of Defendants'
older employees. Defendants allege Plaintiffs and

others like them were discharged, and not considered
for rehire, for lawful reasons-primarily their poCIr

performance.

Plaintiffs filed this collective action in July 2016, claiming
Defendants wrongfully terminated their employment
and/or later failed to consider them for new job openings
because of their age and, in some cases, the older
employees' (or family members') medical conditions and
related medical expenses. ln addition to the collective
action claims [*5] under the Age Ðiqcriminatiçn in

Emptoyment Ac( (4iÐ8A1, some Plaintiffs also assert
individual ADEA claims, while other Plaintiffs claim their
termination violated lhe Americans with Ðisabitities AcF

{"AÐA") and/or the Familv and Medical Leave AcF

{:"F_}trLA\.

B. Procedural Posture

The unique posture of this case was discussed in a
recent order (ECF No. 202, Feb.22,2017j and will not
be repeated to the extent addressed therein. Highly
summarized, this case is progressing on a phased

discovery plan, and the initial phase-focused on the
validity of releases signed by Plaintiffs at termination-is
underway. After the first phase issues are resolved
through dispositive motions, as anticipated by the
parties, the case will progress to a second phase of
discovery, to focus on Plaintiffs' wrongful termination
claims.

1 Unless specifically indicated, the facts recited are drawn from
the parties' pleadings (Pls.' Compl., ECF No. 1; Defs.' Answer,
ECF No. 27) and the briefing regarding the instant motion
(ECF Nos. 173, 181, 189, 196). Plaintiffs filed their
Memorandum of Law in Opposition twice; once as ECF No.

181, and as an identical but redacted version, with page 13

under seal, as ECF No. 189. References to either document
(ECF Nos. 181, 189) necessarily pertain to both filings.

2Throughout this Order, the use of "Spirit" will refer to
defendant Spirit AeroSystems, as well as its parent company,
defendant Spirit AeroSystems Holdings, lnc.

3The initial Complaint was filed by 24 named Plaintiffs. ln

October 2016, a number of Consents to Opt ln were filed (ECF

Nos. 31-103, filed Oct. 4-5, 2016; ECF Nos. 104-152, 154,
filed Oct. 18, 2016), Although three opt-in plaintiffs were
voluntarily terminated (ECF No. 226, June 27, 2017), the

Prior to commencing discovery, the Court held an in-
person scheduling conference on October 19, 2016, to

address the parties' phased discovery proposal. During
that conference, Plaintiffs' counsel revealed to the Court
they possessed certain proprietary, confidential, and/or
privileged information belonging to Defendants, which
had been delivered to counsel from an anonymous
source. [*6] Plaintiffs asked the Court to review the

current number of potential Plaintiffs is approximately 70

4 29 U.S.C. S 621 et seq.

542 U.S.C. $ 1210'1 et seq., as amended by the ADA

Amendments Act of 2008.

6 29 U.S.C. S 2601 et $eq.

Page 2 ol 24
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documents in camera to determine whether the
information is, in fact, privileged. Defendants reported
their intent to pursue sanctions against Plaintiffs for their
failure to notify opposing counsel when they initially
received the documents. The Court instructed the
parties to fully brief the issues, leading to the instant
motion.

ll. Defendants'Motion for Protective Order and
Sanctions {ECF No. 172)

A. Factual Background

1. History bef¡reen the Parties and Counsel

To illustrate the familiarity that most of these parties and
counsel have with one another, a brief review of the
parties' relationship is prudent. As noted above,
Plainliffs were SPEEA-represented, salaried employees
selected for layoff in July and August 2013. Throughout
the short history of this litigation, Plaintiffs have been
represented by four groups of counsel: 1) Diane King
and Kimberly Jones, of King & Greisen, LLP in Denver,
Colorado and admitted here pro hac vice; 2) Thomas
Buescher and M. Jeanette Fedele, of ßuescher,
Kelman, Perera & Turner, P.C., in Denver, and
previously admitted pro hac vice but recently
withdrawn;7 3) Daniel Kohrman, Dara Smith, and Laurie

McCann of [.7] the AARP Foundation Litigation group

in Washington, D.C., also admitted pro hac vice; and 4)
local counsel, Randy Rathbun, of Depew Gillen Rathbun
& Mclnteer, LC. Defendants are represented by counsel
from the local law firm of Foulston Siefkin LLP
("Foulston"), including Boyd Byers, Charles Mc0lellan,
James Armstrong, Teresa Shulda, and Trisha Thelen.

Although this is the first case in which Ms. King and Ms.

Jones have appeared in this Court, and the first Spirit
case in which the AARP lawyers have appeared,
SPEEA and Spirit have been engaged in litÍgation in this
District multiple times over the past several years.s Mr.

Buescher and Ms^ Fedele were involved in other cases

on behalf of SPEEA,9 while members of the Foulston

firm have appeared on behalf of Spirii and its

predecessor, Boeing Wichita, in numerous other

matters.lo Not only are these parties no strangers to

litigation, but many of the counsel are familiar with one

another and the parties they regularly represent, and

lhey are regarded as experienced counsel.

2. Before Receipt of the Documents

ln 2012-13, Spirit and SPEEA were involved in

litigationll regarding Spirit's performance improvement
process-the procedure through which Spirit addresses
employee performance, including coaching, discipline,
and termination of employees who do not meet
performance standards.l2 As a result of the 2012

litigation, and reportedly in anticipation of future
litigation, Spirit decided to revamp its employee
performance evaluation process. ln late 2012, it
engaged the Foulston firm, specifically Mr. Byers, to
provide advice to its Human Resources ('HR")
department on the performance improvement

initiative.l3 $pirit continued to work on the initiative from

approximately October 2012 to March 2A13.14 During

that time period, Spirit's HR team created presentations

and other documents for review and critique by its legal
advisors. The information originating from the group

initiative was treated as confidential, with much of it
considered attorney-client privileged and attorney work
product, and was accessible to only a few high-level HR

e See cases listed supra note 8.

10 See, e.g-, supra note 8. See a/so Woads v. Boeing

Company, 06-2280-JAR (filed July 7, 2006); SPEEA v.

Boeing ["8] Company, 05-1251-JTM (filed Aug. 8, 2005);

Smith et al v. Boeing Company, No. 05-1073-JTM (filed Mar.

11,2005); Pyles, et al v. Boeing Company, No. 01-2331-JWL

{filed July 6,2001). As above, this list is incomplete and only

offered as a sampling of the many cases in which the Foulston

firm has represented Boeing and/or Spirit in litigation in the

District of Kansas.

TNotice of Withdrawal of M. Jeanette Fedele (ECF No. 183);

Notice of Withdrawal of Thomas B. Buescher (ECF No. 184).

8See, e.9., SPEEA v. Spirit Áerosysferns, lnc., No. 14-1407-
EFM (filed Dec. 5, 2014); SPEEA v. Spirit Aerosystems, lnc.,

No. 14-'1281-JTM (filed Aug. 28, 2O14l,; SPEEA v. Spirit

Aerosystems, No. 12-1 180-JTM (filed May 17, 2012). This list
is by no means exhaustive.

11 See SPE_EA v. Spirit Aerosystems. Na.:12_t139=!IlvL20'12
U"ç-Ðjst L ts fia\n. 2012 W 539þþ9218-ßan_Npy,"-3-8,
201Ð;1.9) affd, S¿t fea",qpp'x 917 (W291q.
12 Byers Decl., ECF No. 173-3, Ex.2, al1l1l5-6.

rg /d at 1T 6.

14 Caster Decl., ECF No. 173-4, Ex. 3, at 112

Page 3 af 24
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personnel, in-house Spirit counsel, and Mr. Byers.l5

Following this initiative, in March 2013 Spirit terminated
dozens of employees alleging they failed to meet
performance expectations. Spirit contends the March
2013 terminations were unrelated to the July/August
2013 layoffs that form the basis of this action.lô ln

March 2014, after the July/August 2013 layoffs, SPEËA
and the King and Buescher law firms held a press
conference to announce they would be filing charges of
discrimination with the Ëqual Employment Opportunity
Commission against Spirit.

3. lnitial Receipt of Documents

ln the spring of 2014, Ms. King and Ms. Jones made
multiple trips to Wichita to interview potential plaintiffs
and witnesses in their investigation of possible legal
claims against Spirit.17 During the investigation,
Plaintiffs' counsel received reports of what witnesses
considered unusual secrecy surrounding Spirit's
performance review and layoff process in the months
leading up to the July 2013 terminations.ls Witnesses
told Ms. King and Ms. Jones that members of HR were
shredding documents and instructing managers to
destroy documents related to the performance

improvement initiative. 1 e

During a late March zAM trip to Wichita, Bob
Brewer, [*'10] SPEEA's Midwest Director at the time,
gave Ms. King, in Ms. Jones' presence, a packet of
documents which he revealed had been delivered to the
SPEËA office anonymously through a mail slot on or
near the SPEEA office entrance.2o The package of
documents included the following note, handwritten on

lined pink paper:21

15 ld. at lllf 5, 8-9, 11.

ro /d. at ll 7.

t7 King Aff., ECF No. 181-3, Ex. 2, a|l[ 12.

18 ld. at 1l1l 19-21.

ls ld. at1122.

20 ld. aT IIT 28-29; see Brewer Dep.25:17-26:16, Dec. 8, 2016,
ECF No. 173-6, Ex.5,

21 ECF No. 173 at 9.

The original note was apparently misplaced at some
unknown point between Mr. Brewer's transfer of the
documents to Ms. King, and their eventual disclosure to
Defendants. The copy of this note, produced by the
parties, äppears to have a redaction in the lower-right

corner. Defendants suggest a signature was covered.22
Despite the appearance of redaction, Ms. King affirms
that, although the original note was misplaced, the copy
is an exact replica of the original.23 Mr. Brewer testified
he gave the original, unaltered note to Ms. King; the
copy is a complete and accurate copy of the original
note; and the original did not contain a name or other
indication of the identity of its author.24

Mr. Brewer also testified he spent approximately 30

minutes reviewlng the anonymously-received
documents, but recognized they were confidential Spirit
HR-related documents.2s He decided to give the [.11]
documents to Ms. King, because she would know what
to do with them.26 Mr. Brewer told Ms. King something
to the effect that the documents might be helpful to
her.27

On review of the documents later that day, Ms. King
realized some pages were marked with a "privileged"
stamp, and she immediately ceased document review.z8
When she returned to her Denver law firm, she gave the
packet of documents to her paralegal, Dianne Von

22|d. af 9-1O.

23ECF No.181 at 10.

2a Brewer Dep. 33:22-34:5.

25 
I d. al 27 :18-22, 36:21 -23, 41 :22-24.

26 ld. al 32:14-19, 46:25-47 :1 1.

27 Email from Diane King to Jim Armstrong (Oct. 27, 2016,
4:49 p.m.) (ECF No. 173, Ex.2-7, at36).

28 Kins Aff. f[1] 31-33.
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Behren, and instructed her to look at the documents
only for the purpose of separating any documenls
marked "privileged," and sealing those in a separate

envelope.2e Ms. King states prior to the privileged-

marked documents being separately sealed, neither she
nor Ms. Von Behren, nor other Plaintiffs' counsel, read

or reviewed the contents of those documents,3o nor did
they contact Spirit's counsel to notify them of the receipt
of the documents. Ms. Von Behren contends she did not
read the substance of the documents, and is not
involved ín substantive drafting, legal research, or
interviewing of witnesses in this case. but is generally

involved with file maintenance.3l

The same day, Ms. King asked one of her law partners

to research the Kansas Rules of Professional
Conduct, [*12] along with relevant Kansas and Tenth
Circuit caselaw, regarding the proper procedure for
handling privileged documents intentionally produced by
a third party prior to litigation.32 The partner found no

authority governing these specific facts, and Ms. King

decided to retain the documents for three reasons: 1) to
seek in camera review by the Court once a lawsuit was
filed; 2) out of concern that relevant information was
being destroyed by Spirit; and 3) because she did not
review the privilege-marked documents and kept them
sealed, she believed Spirit could suffer no harm.33 On
April 10, 2014, to avoid Spirit's potential destruction of
information, Ms. King mailed a letter to Spirit, asking it to
place a litigation hold on information related to the

termination of employees in July 2A13.34 Ms. King's
letter failed to aleñ Spirit's counsel to the documents
she received.

4. Second Set of Documente

On approximately lttay 14, 2O14, several weeks after
receipt of the initial set of documents, a second set
arrived by U.S. mailto Ms. King's law firm, addressed to

Ms. King and Ms. Jones from an unknown source.3s

When Ms. King opened the envelope and saw it
contained Spirit documents, she discontinued [.13] her
review, and again gave the envelope to her paralegal,

Ms. Von Behren, to separate those documents

displaying a "privileged" marking.36 As with the initial set

of documents, Ms. King states neither she nor other
counsel reviewed any documents marked privileged,

and no copies were made of the privileged-marked

documents.3T Plaintiffs' counsel still failed to convey to
counsel for Spirit the receipt of either set of documents.

5. Nature of the Documents

All the anonymously-delivered documents can be
grouped into two primary categories: 1) those
specifically marked by Spirit as "privileged", which were
maintained in sealed envelopes by Ms. King following
their receipt; and 2) those not privileged-marked by
Spirit, a majority of which were marked 'SPlRlT
CONFIDENTIAL" and/or "Spirit Proprietary." For the
purposes of this order, the documents will generally be

referred to as either "privilege-marked" or "non-
privileged" (or confidential/proprietary), although in this
context, these labels describe the physical markings an

the documents themselves, nof the dacuments' legal
characterization as eíther privileged or not.38

The non-privileged documents primarily contain copies
of presentation slides [.14J from what Spirit describes
as "a series of internal HR presentations and tracking
sheets," developed by or at the direction of counsel,
regarding the performance improvement initiative in
2012-13.3e The non-privileged documents also include a

calendar from December 2012 displaying appointments
and tasks, and a task list for an eightday period in late

March 2013.40 The documents, as produced by
Plaintiffs to Spirit and to the Court for in camera review,
lack a coherent order. Confusingly, it appears some
documents marked "privileged" may be part, or even
duplicates, of other documents not privilege-marked.

2eK¡ng Aff.1135,37-38; Von Behren Aff., ECF No. 181-6, Ex.

5, at {f 7.

30 King Aff. ll 40.

3r Von Behren Aff. tffl 5, 9.

32ECF No. 181 at 12; King Aff. 1141;SchwartzAff., ECF No.

181-7, Ex.6, at 'lf 4.

33 Brewer Dep. 32:14-19, 46:25-47:11.

34ECF No. 173 at5.

35 ECF No. 1 81 at 14; King Aff. T 44.

36King Aff.147.

37 td.1148.

38The docurnents received by Ms. King and Ms. Jones were
produced to the Court for in camera inspection.

3sECF No. 173 at21.

40ECF No. 181 at 9.
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6. After Receipt of Documents

Ms. King and Ms. Jones swore they set aside the
privilege-marked documents. But they reviewed the
non-privileged ones in order to determine whether they
appeared protected, and concluded they were neither
privileged-from a legal standpoint-nor otherwise
protected.4l Plaintiffs' counsel admits they "understood,
of course, that Defendants considered the documents to
be confidential." z Plaintiffs drew attention to one of the
anonymously-produced documents, not privilege-
marked, which plainly outlined Spirit's strict document
retention and non-disclosure policy.43 ¡.15¡ Later,
during counsel's email correspondence, Mr. Byers
confirmed, "information pertaining to Spirit's business or
its employees , . that is not generally known outside
the organization (other than known only through
improper means) is considered confidential."44 Despite
her general awareness of Spirit's practices regarding
confidentiality, Ms. King did not consider such a claim of
confidentiality to prohibit review of the non-privileged
information.4s

Ms. King states the documents she reviewed
corroborated much of the information she learned from
prior witness interviews.a6 And, she reviewed and
considered the documents, believing them to be non-
privileged, in both her pre-suit investigation and her
preparation of the Complaint in this case.47 Ms. King
denies use of the information in Plaintiffs' administrative
charges, but she acknowledges there are three
references to information gained from the anonymously-
received documents in the 92-page Complaint.4B

More than two years later, in July 2016, when preparing

to file this lawsuit, Ms. King sought ethics advice
regarding the handling of the documents from two initial

sources: 1) from Colorado attorney Alexander
Rothrock;as and 2) from local Kansas counsel, Mr.

Rathbun. ln her initial telephone contact with Mr.

Rothrock, he forwarded to her a Pennsylvania federal
court opinion, Burt Hitl, lnc. v. Hassan,5o and an

Oregon [.16] state ethics opinionsl he felt "may be

useful."52 He also provided her with names of Kansas
counsel experienced in ethics issues-none of which
were available at that time. ln a later telephone call with
Ms. King, Mr. Rothrock distinguished the Burt Hill
opinion from the facts of this case, and opined the
applicable ethics rules do not set out a specific protocol

to follow when counsel receives documents from an

anonymous third party.53

When Ms. King consulted local counsel, Mr. Rathbun,
he recommended two local attorneys for ethical
opinions, and also suggesied she contact the Kansas

Office of the Disciplinary Administrator for guidance.sa

Acting on Mr. Rathbun's advice, on July 13 and 15,

2016, Ms. King consulted a Wichita, Kansas attorney
with experience in ethics concerns: Terry Mann, of
Martin, Pringle, Oliver, Wallace and Bauer, LLP. Ms.

Mann researched Kansas authorities, and later opined
there was no clear guidance from those authorities on

how best to handle unsolicited documents, intentionally
provided by an anonymous source, prior to litigation.ss

On July 15, 2016, Ms. King discussed the situation with
Deputy Disciplinary Administrator Kimberly Knoll by
ielephone. At that [.17] time, Ms. Knoll advised Ms.

King to raise the issue of the privilege-marked

documents with opposing counsel at the parties' Rule
26(f) planning conference, and to bring the íssue to the

a1 King Aff. T 51.

42ECF No. 181 at 15.

43ECF No. 181, 189 at 12-13 (sealed; the document itself is
protected by the parties'Protective Order).

aa King Aff. lf 55-56; see also Email from Boyd Byers to Diane
King (Nov. 7,2016,3:34 p.m.) (attached as Ex. 2-1, ECF No.

181-3).

45 King Aff. 11 54.

4CI /d. T1158-59.

47 td.111152-53.

48 ld.

4e td.llfl61-62.

5a No.-}WLEXIS 7492. 2010 W.L-4194=33
(W. I Ea-!en29291j (unreported ).

slOregon Formal Op.2011-186 (Revised 2015) (addressing

the "Receipt of Documents Sent without Authority").

52King Aff.ïï63-64; Rothrock Decl., ECF No. 181-9, Ex.8, at

ï5.
s3 King Aff. !T 64.

s ld. at 1169; see also ECF No. 181 at 18.

55King Aff. 1llï 65-66; Mann Decl., ËCF No. 181-10, Ex.9, at

111111-12.
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Court's attention at the first Scheduling Conference.so
Ms. Knoll also indicated the documents marked
"confidential" were not a matter for altorney
regulation.sT

Both Ms. Mann and Ms. Knoll recommended Ms. King
seek the Court's in camera review of the privileged-
marked documents to determine whether they are, in
fact, privileged, and Ms. King contends none of the
ethics advisors she contacted recommended she
immediately notify Spirit or counsel of the documents, or
immediately return them.58

Plaintiffs fíled theír Complaint in this Court on July 11,

2016-more than two years after Ms. King received the
firsi set of anonymous documents, and days åefore Ms.

King contacted either Ms. Mann or Ms. Knoll.
Surprisingly, and despite their legal experience, counsel
justifies this behavior by advising the Court that none of
the ethics opinions sought recommended earlier
notification. Following the filÍng of the case, the
privilege-marked documents remained sealed, and Ms.

King (and all Plaintiffs' counsel) continued to
maintain [*18] secrecy from Spirit surrounding the
anonymous third-party disclosure.

On September 20, 2016, Plaintiffs served their first set
of written discovery on Spirit.se Spirit contends much of
those requests mysteriously focused on its performance
improvement initiative in late 2012 through early 2013,
and its termination of employees in March 2013, despite
the fact that the earlier terminations-which are not the
subject of this lawsuit-focused on different employee
groups and utilized different performance criteria.60

Spirit outlines four separate telephone conversations
and two email exchanges between counsel in August
2016, after Ms. King's conversations with Ms. Mann and
Ms. Knoll, during which Ms. King-while having full
knowledge-failed to inform opposing counsel about her
anonymous receipt of Spirit's documents.ol Ms. King

admits counsel conferred on multiple occasions in

advance of the first Court-led conference, but contends

5ô King Aff. llll 69-71.

37 td.1[72.

58 ld.ll[l74-75.

5e Pl.'s First Set of lnterrog., ECF No. 173-3, Ex. 2-8

60ECF No. 173, at 6.

61 ld. at 18.

the first truly substantive telephone call between
opposing counsel was held on October 12, 2016-six
days prior to the scheduled in-person status conference

with the Court.62 lt was during that telephone call when
Ms. King disclosed the existence of the anonymously-
received [.19] documents, her handling of them, and
her intent to seek the Court's guidance and review at the
upcoming conference.

Ms. King's office then provided defense counsel with
copies of the documents without privilege markings,
and, through a third-party copy service, provided sealed
envelopes to Spirit counsel containing duplicates of the
privilege-marked documents.63 The parties exchanged
emails regarding specifics of the documents' disclosure
and the extent of their dissemination and review. Ms.
King also spoke with Mr. Brewer to confirm he neither
knew the source of the documents nor made
modifications to the pink note. Ms. King also searched
Mr. Brewer's office to verify SPEEA did not maintain any
copy of the documents,64 and she verified none of the

named Plaintiffs in this case were involved in disclosure
of the documents.6s

Following the in-person status conference on October
19, 2016, and discussion with the Court, Defendant filed
its motion for protective order and sanctions. Plaintiffs
produced all anonymously-received documents to the
Court for in camera inspection. After thorough
consideration of the parties' briefs and oral arguments,
the Court is now prepared to rule.

B. Duty to Confer [.20]

As a threshold matter, the Court first considers whether
the parties have suffìciently conferred regarding this
motion, as generally required by Ð. Kan. Rule 37.2 and
Fed. R. Civ. P. 37(a)(1). Throughout the briefing, and
during the in-person hearing, the parties demonstrated
their multiple attempts to resolve their differences on
these issues. Despite their unsuccessful efforts at
resolution, the Court is satisfied they have adequately
conferred as required.

ô2 ECF No. 181 at 21; King A:ff .1177

63 ECF No. 18'l at 21.

64 ECF No. 181 at 22.

65 King Aff. 1[ 26.
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C. Arguments of the Parties

Defendants contend Plaintiffs' counsel violated their
obligation to notify them, or Defendants' counsel, when
they received the clearly confidential and privileged

documents. Defendants ask that, as a sanction for
Plaintiffs' failure to notify and the surreptitious retention
and use of the documents, the CourÏ should require the
return of the documents and exclude them from use in
this litigation. Defendants also seek payment of their
attorneys' fees for litigating the issue. Defendants rely
both on ethical duty and on protections under Fed. R.

Civ. P. 26 for privileged and work product-protected

information to seek return and exclusion of the
documents.

Plaintiffs insist they acted under the guide of ethics
advice, and they maintain a "cease review and [-21]
notify" standard for intentionally-produced documents
does not exist in the applicable law. And, because no
such standard exists in this jurisdiction, they argue there
is no basis for sanctions. Plaíntiffs further contend they
presented the issue to the Court at the earliest
opportunity, kept the privilege-marked information under
seal without review in order to protect the information,
and therefore Defendants cannot be prejudiced by their
retention of the documents. They claim Defendants blur
the necessary line between "confidential" and
"privileged" documents in an effort to inappropriately
protect information which is merely confidential, but
discoverable, and wrongly characterize many of the
documents as privileged, when in fact, they are not.

D. Analysis

Defendants' Motion for Protective Order and Sanctions
presents three primary issues for the Court's
consideration: 1) whether Plaintifis' lawyers were
obligated, by ethical rule, caselaw, or othenvise, to
notify Spirit they had anonymously received confidential
or privileged documents, and/or refrain from using them;
2) if Plaintiffs' lawyers were obligated to noiify and/or
cease use of any of ihe documents, what would be an

appropriate [*22] remedy or sanctions for their failure to
do so; and 3) if use of any of the documents is allowed,
whether the documents Plaintiffs' counsel received are
protected under Fed. R. Civ. P. 26 by attorney-client
privilege andlor the work product doctrine. Each of
these issues is addressed in turn.

of Gonfidential or Privileged Documents from an
Anonymous Source

The central issue before the Court is whether Plaintiffs'
attorneys were obligated to notify Defendants that they
had anonymously received the documents, andlor to
refrain from using them. Both parties cite authorities
which analyze both ethical rules and various courts'
opinions in manners they believe to be persuasive to

their arguments. This is a novel issue in this district (and

for the time being, in this Circuit66), and the Courl has

carefully reviewed each authority. No one authority is

entirely persuasive; but given the novelty of the issue,
some of the relevant authorities are analogous and are
briefly addressed.

a. Rules of Professional Gonduct

While professionalism should be inherent in all aspects
of litigation, the parties seem to believe-and
unfortunately the Court agrees*the black-letter [.23]
ethical rules fail to control this factual situation. But a
review of the applicable Rules of Professional Conduct
is an appropriate starting point. Although violation of an

ethics rule does not necessarily require legal action-
and conversely, sanctionable litigation conduct does not
mandate an ethical finding-'most courts look to the
ethics rules as evidence of standards of conducl"6T

when considering motions for sanctions and in other

nondisciplinary contexts.6s ln doing so, courts recognize
the importance of ethical standards to maintain the
integrity of, and public confidence in, the legal
profession.69

i. Kansas Ethical Rules

668uf see Xvngular Corp. v. Sch.enk"el.-2A0_F^ Supp. 3d 1273

{D" Utah 201ü (dismissing case, in part, as sanction for
plaintiffls improper acquisition of documents, and prohibiting

use of those documents. Appeal filed Nov. 4,2016, before the

Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals.)

67Ann. Model Rules of Profl Conduct, Preamble and Scope
("Ethics Rules as Evidence of Standards of Conduct and

Care") (Bth ed. 2015).

68 ld.

6e See, g e n e r al I y, 6pc!t_y,_eeþ_!ndUeJ.9þ*f.-_ Supp-L\zþ-
1.9..32 lÐ- ß,An. _1_Qg2). (discussing the purposes behind prior

6enças As-deL_ellZ 1=9Ieù: see also Kan. S. Ct. R. 226

(preamble to KRPC)^
1. ûbligations of Counsel upon Unsolicited Receipt
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Pursuant to D. Kan. Rule 83"6.1(d, the Kansas Rules of
Professional Conduct ("KRPC') as adopted by the

Supreme Court of Kansas are "the applicable standards
of professional conduct" for proceedings in federal
courts in the District of Kansas.70 The Kansas Supreme

Court has also adopted the comments accompanying
the rules.71 The primary rule which appears somewhat
applicable to this situation is KRPC 4.4, addressing
"Transaction[s] with Persons Other Than Clients;
Respect for Rights of Third Persons." The rule provides:

(a) ln representing a client, a lawyer shall not use .

. f24l . methods of obtaining evidence that violate
the legal rights of such a person.
(b) A lawyer who receives a document or
electronically stored information relating to the
representation of the lawyer's client and knows or
reasonably should know that the document or
electronically stored information was inadvertently
sent shall promptly notify the sender.

Comment l2l to KRPC 4.4 defines the phrase

"inadvertently sent" as an accidental transmission, "such
as when an email or letter is misaddressed or a

document or electronically stored information is

accidentally included with information that was
intentionally transmitted." The Comment goes on to
instruct,

lf a lawyer knows or reasonably should know that
such a document oI electronically stored
information was sent inadvertently, then this Rule
requires the lawyer to promptly notify the sender in

order to permit that person to take protective

measures. Whether the lawyer is required to take
additional steps, such as returning the document or
electronically stored information, is a matter of law
beyond the scope of these Rules, as is the question

of whether the privileged status of a document or
electronically stored information has been
waived. [.25] Similarly, this Rule does not address
the legal duties of a lawyer who receives a

document or electronically stored information that
the lawyer knows or reasonably should know may
have been inappropriately obtained by the sending
person.

70 Ðiçital Allv. lnc. v. Z3 Tech., LLC. No. A9-2292-KGS. 2üA
U.S" Dist. I-EXIS 148204" 2A10 WL 11489136. at.1 (D. Kan.

Feb. 3. 2010) (unreported).

71Kan. S. Ct. R. 226 (prefatory rule).

KRPC 4.4, and its accompanying comments, focus
specifically on information received as a result of an

unintentional transmission-not, as in this case, the

result of a very intentional, yet anonymous, delivery.
The Kansas ethical rules do not address a lawyer's duty

to notify in an intentional disclosure situation.

lnterestingly, a recent edition of an "Ethics Refresher"
email guidance issued by the Kansas Office of the
Disciplinary Administrator posed a hypothetical question

related ta KftPC 4.4 to the members of its listserv.T2

The factual scenario involved a husband and wife

embroiled in a divorce case scheduled for trial. Prior to
trial, Wife accessed Husband's email account without
his permission, and obtained information about trial

strategy contained in an email from Husband's counsel.
Wife gave the email to her own counsel and told him

how she obtained it. Wife's counsel used the information
to prepare for trial, and did not disclose [.26] his receipt
of the email until the middle of trial, The Kansas
Disciplinary office posed to its listserv members the
question of whether Wife's counsel violated the Kansas
Rules of Professional Conduct. ln this guidance, the

Disciplinary Office said "yes," Wife's counsel did violate
KRPC 4.4 by failing to promptly notify opposing counsel
of his receipt of ihe email. As authority for its conclusion,
the disciplinary office cited a 2016 Missouri Supreme

Court opinionTs addressing very similar facts, and a May

2017 Ethics CLE presentation by a Kansas Court of
Appeals Judge.Ta Although this guidance is by no

means a formal or definitive opinion by either the
Disciplinary Administrator or any Kansas court, and it
dealt only with attorney-client privileged material, it does

suggest Kansas might lean toward extension oi KRPC
4^4 lo, at a minimum, require notification of opposing
counsel in an intentional disclosure situation, even if the
rules themselves do not address the return or use of the

information.

72 "Kansas Ethics Refresher No. 49" Email from the Kansas

Offìce of the Disciplinary Administrator to the KSEthics listserv,
provided as a service of the Washburn University School of
Law (May 1A,2017, at 10:43 a.m.) (citing ln re Eisenstein, 485

S.W-3d 759. 762 (Mo. 2A1ü (en banc) (maintained in

chambers file).

73 ln re Eisenstein. 485 S-"W.3d at 762 (see discussion infra pp.

33-34).

7a See supra nole72. The "Ethics Refresher" acknowledges an

Ethics CLE presented May 5, 2017, by Honorable Steve

Leben, Kansas Court ofAppeals.
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¡¡. ABA Model Rules and Opinions

Findíng minimal guidance from the Kansas ethics rules,
the Court examines the model rules. The American ßar
Association's Model Rule of Professional Conduct 4.4
is [.27] identical lo KRP-C 4.4, and has been examined
in ABA ethics opinions. One such opinion was issued in

1994, prior to the 2002 amendments to the Model Rules
addressing inadvertent delivery. ln ABA Formal Opinion
94-382, the ABA Ethics Committee required a lawyer
who receives an adverse party's confidential-looking
materials from an unauthorized source to refrain from
reviewing materials "which are probably privileged or
confidential;" notify the opposing party, and either follow
the opposing party's instruction or cease review until a

ruling is obtained by the court.7s However, after the
adoption of Model Rule 4.4(b) in 2442, specifically
addressing inadvertent disclosure, ABA Formal Opinion
94-382 was withdrawn and replaced by ABA Formal
Opinion 06440.

ln ABA Formal Opinion 06-440, the Committee noted
the 1994 opinion "was influenced by principles involving
the protection of confidentiality, the inviolability of the
attorney-client privilege, the law governing bailments
and missent property, and general considerations of
common sense, reciprocity, and professional

courtesy."76 However, the Opinion conceded that
"application of other law is beyond the scope of the
Rules" and although those principles are "part [.28] of
the broader perspective that may guide a lawyer's
conduct," they are "not an appropriate basis for a formal
opinion . . . for which [the Committee] must look to the
Rules themselves."TT The Opinion goes on to clarify, "if
the providing of the materials is not the result of the
sender's inadveñence, Rule 4.4(b) does not apply" and
"[w]hether a lawyer may be required to take any action
in such an event is a matter of law beyond the scope af
Rule 4.4(b)."78

ln the Annotations to Model Rule 4.4, the Committee so td.

acknowledges the lack of consistency among various
jurisdictions in Rule 4.4's adoption and application.Te
The Annoiations contain a reasoned discussion of the
opposing views of the treatment of inadvertent
disclosure âs either similar, or distinct from, the
unauthorized receipt of documents. Despite the various
approaches, the Committee acknowledges the rule

"tempers the zeal with which a lawyer is permitted to

represent a client"8o but articulates that the scope of the
rules, as written, do not reach unauthorized receipt.

Formal Opinion 06-440 and the comments to Model
Rule 4.4 specifically note, "Rule 4.4(b) addresses
receipt of documents sent inadvertently; it does not
address the receípt of documents sent intentionally but
from an unauthorized f29l source."8l Both ABA
sources acknowledge that a lawyer's receipt of materials
sent intentionally but from an unauthorized source is a
"matter of law beyond the scope of Rule 4.4(b)," A later
ABA ethics opinion continues this train of thought. ln

ABA Formal Opinion 11-460, the Committee found the
ethics rules do not independently impose an ethical duty
to notify opposing counsel of the receipt of private,
potentially privileged communications between an

opposing party and its counsel.s2 However, the opinion
acknowledges even if the rules do not impose an

obligation on counsel, additional obligations may stem
from a court's supervisory authority, or civil procedure

rules governing discovery.B3

Despite the lack of clarity and direction from both the
Kansas ethics rules and ABA Model Rules and opinions,
the Couú draws one impodant conclusion: although the
black-letter rules do not specifically govern the situation
currently before this Court, these rules do not end the

Court's inquiry.8a

7sAnn. Model Rules of Profl Conduct R. 4.4, annotation
("Scope of Rule 4.4") (8th ed. 2015).

81 ld ("Unauthorized, as opposed to inadvertent") (emphasis

added) (citing ABA Formal Ethics Op. 06440). See a/so ABA

Comm. on Ethics and Profl Responsibility, Formal Op. 11460
(Aug. 4, 20'11) ("Duty When Lawyer Receives Copies of a
Third Party's E-Mail Communications With Counsel").

82ABA Formal Ethics Op. 11-460 QA11).

83 ld.

8a See Ann. Model Rules of Profl Conduct, Preamble and

Scope, at [16] (stating, "The Rules do not, however, exhaust

75ABA Comm. on Ethics and Profl Responsibility, Formal Op.

94-382 (1994) (discussing the unsolicited receipt of privileged

or confidential materials).

76ABA Comm. on Ethics and Profl Responsibility, Formal Op.

06-44A (May 13, 2006) (specifically withdrawing Formal Op.

e4-382).

77 Id

78 ld. (emphasis added).
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iii. Pillars of Professionalism

The District of Kansas also looks to another source for
guidance on the types of behavior expected of counsel.
Most Scheduling Orders issued in this District
(including [.30] the Phase I Scheduling Order in this
case, ECF No. 153) include the following directive:

This court, like the Kansas Supreme Court, has
formally adopted the Kansas Bar Association's
Pillars af Professionalism QA14 as aspirational
goals to guide lawyers in their pursuit of civility,
professionalism, and service to the public. Gounsel
are expected to familiarize themselves with the
Pillars of Professionalism and conduct themselves
accordingly when litigating cases in this coufi.85

Formally adopted in 2A12,86 the Pittars of
Professionallsm outline counsel's obligations to other
lawyers, the Court, and the public. These guidelines
note:

Professionalism focuses on actions and attitudes. A
professional lawyer behaves with civility, respect,
fairness, learning and integrity toward clients, as an
officer of the legal system, and as a public citizen
with special responsibilities for the quality of justice.

Admission to practice law in Kansas calries with it
not only the ethical requirements found in the
Kansas R¿/es of Professíonal Conducf, but also a
duty of professionalism. . . . Kansas lawyers have a
duty to perform their work professionally by
behaving in a manner that reflects the best
legal [.31J traditions, with civility, couñesy, and
consideration. Acting in such a manner helps
lawyers preserve the public trust that lawyers guard

and protect the role of justice in our society. . . .87

the moral and ethical considerations that should inform a

lawyer"); see a/so ABA Formal Op. 06-440 (citing the same).

85 See Rawan v. Sunflower Elec. Pory.e.L_Çptp-J!p.-l_5_922L

JWL-TJJ.2017 U.S. Dist. LEX|S 2zWL2017 WL 680A70. at
.3JD. Kan. Feb. 21. 2017).

86 See Memorandum and Order, adopting lhe Pillars of
Professianalism (Oct. 19, 2012) (available at

þttplfu w.u=W..aÊpeartsÃçYp$.aâ:.91:p.{Bfeç.ç.iØa{içtr?JonL
order ); see also gn{ed_€&tes_y-_glælþr?-_Ns - 14- 1W8Ê.EU-
?^Aæl¿-'9=p-lâf-¿Ex¿$l-5..?9*4e-.24fi ..WIP'|N3"L,af i3n,1,6"
(p-_Xan-_NBy. 13. Z_t_lâ (adopting Ihe Pillars previously

embraced by the members of the Kansas Bar).

Although the PrTlars are not law, the Coud expects
counsel to reflect these tenets in all aspects of litigation.

b. lllustrative Caselaw

Even if Plaintiffs counsel did not technically violate a
written ethical rule, the Court must examine other law to
determine whether other ethical standards apply.
Neither the pafties nor the Court's research unearthed
binding opinions from the Tenth Circuit or this district;
likewise, a review of caselaw frorn the Kansas state
courts reveal nothing. The pafties cited a number of
opinions, though, from other jurisdictions which offer
some guidance.

When Ms^ King reached out for ethics opinions in July
2016, Mr, Rothrock provided her a 2û10 unreported
opinion from the Western District of Pennsylvania-Burt
Hill, lnc. y. Hassan.Bs ln Burt Hitl, the defendants
obtained plaintiffs privileged and confidential documents
on two occasions [*32] prior to litigation: first, from an

anonymous source in an envelope left outside
defendants' office; and later, in an envelope left
anonymously at one defendant's resldence. The court
found the defendants' professed lack of knowledge
surrounding the source suspicious, and criticized
"defense counsel's failure to provide more specifíc
information."se The court reviewed both Pennsylvania
Rule of Conduct 4.4(b) and ABA Model Rule 4.4(b), and
concluded neither rule addressed a situation where
documents were sent intentionally but from an
unauthorized source, and the law is not static where this
issue is concerned.9O However, the court noted "cases
addressing unauthorized disclosures âre decidedly
unfavorable to defendants" and the receipt of
"'anonymous source' documents would raise 'red flags'
for any reasonable attorney" under those
circumstances.el Although Mr. Rothrock, when advising

87 -lhe Pillars of Professionalism are available on this Court's
website at; http:/lwww.ksd.uscourts.gov/pillars-af-
professianalisml (last updated Feb. 15, 2013).

88 Far! H!1, Lryç."." v- l/asqa&-.NB--Ç_VÅ. p.?--i 2-q.5- 2P1g- U-Ð,

Orst {.EX{S-7492,-P19 wL_43 e 433-{ w=Ð=?-aJpn 29-29J9
(unpublished).

8'g?Qi-gU.-S.Ð"rs.{.L"E"Xlç.7492,MU.q"t-2.

s02819.U-5-.-Ðtç!,1-Ex!.Ð..1.4.92-.ML"l.otl3-4

s12Q-!.9 A.S*pi.ç!. LEXI€-7-4 2,MH at|Õ.
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Ms. King, distinguished the Burf H// opinion because it
relied, in part, on withdrawn ABA opinions and outdated
or distinguishable caselaw, this Court siill finds its
analysis illuminatinq. As the Burt Hillcourt aptly noted,
"if something appears too good to be true, it probably

is,"92 and if counsel is concerned to the [.33] point of
hiring an ethics expert-let alone contacting multiple
advisors-chances are, counsel rnay be best served to
err on the side of caution. The Burt Hill couú. concluded
sanctions were warranted, under its inherent
sanctioning power, but declined to disqualify defendants'
attorneys because counsel acted in reliance on ethical
opinions, and disqualification would cause significant
prejudice io defendants.e3 But the court determined that
"firm sanctions [were] necessary to discourage similar
conduct in the future."94 The court ordered defendants
to return or destroy all documents received through the
two anonymous sources, and prohibited the documents'
use for the remainder of the litigation.es

Also in 2010, the Northern District of lllinois addressed a
similar situation. Chamberlain Grp., lnc. v. Lear Corp.,e6

was a patent case where the plaintiff patent holders
brought a lawsuit against their competitor. After one
plaintiff, JCl, received confidential and privileged

documents by email from defendant Leafs former
employee, the court found JCI did not have any part in

soliciting the documents, but it did breach its duty to
timely disclose its receipt of the documents. Although
the disclosure [.34] occurred during discovery, and the
court noted JCI's duty to timely produce the documents
under an outstanding document request, the court also
addressed the issue in the terms of ethical duty.
Discussing ABA Formal Opinion 06-440 and Model Rule
4.4(bl, the court "failed to see why [the duty to disclose
an inadvertent receipt under ethics rule 4.41 should
cease where confidential documents are sent
intentionally and without permission. lf anything, the
duty to disclose should be siricter when a party obtains
the documents outside legitimate discovery
procedures."9T The court went on to find "even ín the

e2 
291 e,!-Ê.-Ðtsl-l=EX lËJ jLLWl=k!:ö.

s3 2 0 !,0_ Jt ..8.-Ð tsjJã XI_EL 4e 2- MLI -ql:þ.

e4 2010 U.S. Dr'sf. LEXS 7492. WLI at"7, *9

s5 2010 U.S. D,sf. LFXIS 7492. IWLI at *9

s6 
Çþ auþeia in._G_rB-_lsç-_y. . L e a r Ç ptp=, ?7_t- Eß.Ð-_3 I 2 {N " D-

ut.2t1q.

absence of privilege, this duty to disclose extends to
receipt of proprietary or confidential documents."es

Finding sanctions appropriate, Lear's former employee
was barred from testifying, and JCI was barred from
further contact with him. JCI was also prohibited from
using the documents at issue, aside from those
produced through legitimate discovery methods, and

ordered to pay Lear's altorneys' fees expended in

pursuing its motion for sanclions.e9

Although Burt Hill and Chamberlain exlended the duty to

notify to an intentional disclosure situation, in 2011, the

Western District of Wisconsin disagreed when [.35]
addressing a similal issue. ln the context of determining
appropriate class representatives when deciding a

motion for class ceftification, the court in Chesemore v.

Alliance Holdings, lnc. was faced with plaintiffs'

possession of defendants' confidential documenlu-100

Before plaintiffs filed the class actíon lawsuit, at least

one plaintiff encouraged other employees of defendants
to disclose confidential documents to plaintiffs' counsel.
Hven if plaintiffs' counsel was unawâre of how the

documents were being gathered, defendants argued, at

minimum, they knew the documents were confidential

and failed to notifu defendants of their receipt.101 The

Chesemare court reviewed the Burt Hillcase, but found

it relied on withdrawn ABA Opinions, rather than the

newest ABA Formal Opinion 96-449.1o2 Additionally, the

court found Burt Hillrelied on cases involving privileged

documents, not confidential or proprietary information.
Although the court noted "[t]here may be policy reasons
for sanctioning a lawyer who fails to notify a third party

of improperly-obtained docurnents given to counsel
without permission," it did not analyze those policy

reasons because the defendants did not argue them,
and the court [*36] determined "the ABA's revision of its
position on this matter weighs against" looking outside

e7 Id. at 398.

eBld. (citing Burt Hill. 20lt U.S. Dist. LEX|S 7492. zUA WL

419433. at .5 n. .6 (collecting cases where "courts have

extended the "unauthorized disclosure" rules to materials that
are "proprietary" or "confidential.")

es ld. at 399-400.

1 oa Ç h ç-ssmqp--v=- Ålltqnçe-Hpl d !ngs,þp--279*fß-D-*tQ9
lW"Q Wic,2P11].

tot ld. at Ç"!Ç.

142 H.
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the rules.103 The court found the receipt of non-
privileged, confidential documents without authorization
to be unethical or sanctionable "only if counsel
directed others to obtain those documents and release

them without authorization."l04

But this Court finds Chesemare distinguishable on
multiple bases. First, unlike counsel in Cñesemore, here
the parties do articulate policy arguments. Also, this
Court respectfully disagrees with Chesernore's
interpretation of ABA Formal Op. 06-440, because the
Opinion cleady-along with the comment to the Model
Rules-warns lawyers that the black-letter rules must
not end their inquiry into ethical standards of attorney
conduct. Rather, the Committee simply acknowledged it
was unable to do more than analyze the Model Rules in

its formal opinions, which does not limit the court's
ability to address other law or policy. None of the
documents in Chesemore appeared to be either
attorney-client or work-product privileged, and it is

unclear how long plaintiffs' counsel retained the
documents before producing them in discovery.

This Court finds the actions of counsel pañicularly [*37]
compelling in a 2Aß opinion from the Northern District
of California. ln Brado v. Vocera Commc'ns, lnc.,1o5 a

former employee of defendant provided internal Vocera
documents to an investigator for plaintiffs counsel,
during plaíntiffs fact investigation prior to the lawsuit.
Upon receipt, the investigator suspected the documents
might contain attorney-client privileged informatíon.
Plaintiffs counsel sequestered the documents without
revíewing them, and immediately hired separate counsel
to hold the documents and notify the opposing party.

Neither plaintiffs nor their counsel ever reviewed any of
the documents, and promptly sent a copy of the
documents to the defendant for review. Defendant
sought to bar use of the documents until produced
pursuant to formal discovery.106 The Brado court
examined a number of previous cases and applied
several factors to determine whether exclusion of the
documents would be appropriate.l0T Finding no

103 ld.

104 ld.

1os 8 rad o -v_,Y p ç ela _çpJUna!ÊJ0s--.14- F. Slpp-_3 3 _3-JJ _6_

ß.Ð-.ÇaL ZAH).

106 ld, e"t .1 3,10..

1o7 !d"-dt !328 (collecting cases to discuss various factors for

inappropriate conduct on behalf of plaintiffs' counsel, in

addition to weighing other factors, the court permitted
plaintiffs to use the documents, subject to a protective

order and claims of privilege.loB

A 2016 case from the District of Utah, now on appeal
to [.38] the Tenth Circuit, compared the actions of
counsel in Brado to the facts before it. ln Xyngular Corp.

v. Schenket,10e 1¡* district court addressed the situation

where the defendant collected confidential information,
and encouraged another employee to collect
information, regarding plaintiffs' business activities and
employees. The collection of information occurred for at
least a year prior to the parties' litigation. Although there
wâs some disagreement about when plaintiffs

discovered the extent of defendant's document
gathering, the issue came to the court during a hearing
on plaintiffs' motion for temporary restraining order.
Plaintiffs later filed a motion for sanctions, including
dismissal of defendant's counierclaims, claiming
defendant improperly encouraged an employee to steal
documents, shared them with his counsel, failed to
return them, and used them to support his request for a
restraining order. Defendant filed his own motion for
terminating sanctions on other bases. The court cited its
inherent powers to sanction litigation misconduct.ll0
After considerable analysis, the court found that
defendant engaged in sanctionable conduct and that
terminating sanctions were warranted. [*39] The court
concluded "it may use its inherent powers to sanction a
party who circumvents the discovery process and the
rules of engagement employed by the federal courts by
improperly obtaining evidence before litigation and then

attempting to use that evidence in litigation."11l The
court also drew attention to defendant's inaction: both

his failure to decline the information offered by the
employee, and his lack of "complete or meaningful
disclosure" of this document gathering until after the

lawsuit began.112 The court criticized defendant for

consideration when deciding whether wrongfully obtained
internal documents may be used in litigation).

loB ld. a!_7323_2_4.

,ot XynçuIa{.çBtp= y= Sç-tp0!pJ.2,09-8. Sspp_ 3d 12I_EJD,...4êî

?Q_1Q @urrently on appeal to the Tenth Circuit).

nald at,1 11 12.

11'ld. a!.13:!5..

112 ld. a!.132-3*.
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circumventing the judicial process, noting "[i]t was also
inappropriate for the [defendant] and his lawyers to
unilaterally decide whether the documents were
proprietary, confidential, or privileged, where 'those
decisions are best resolved through the formal
discovery process."'113 The court dismissed defendant's
counterclaim; excluded the improperly-obtained
documents (except those which plaintiffs themselves
utilized); and awarded plaintiffs their attorneys' fees and
costs expended in filing and defending the sanctions
motions.114

ln addition to the above decisions from federal district
courts, two state court opinions also offer direction. ln
Itlerits lncentives, f40l LLC, the Nevada Supreme
Court in 2011 pronounced a new "notification rule" to
"apply to situations where ân attorney receives
documents or evidence from an anonymous source or
from a third party unrelated to the litigation."115 ln
Merits, plaintiffs received an anonymous package
containing a disk, after filing its lawsuit. The disk
contained over 500 confidential and privileged
documents belonging to the defendant. Although plaintiff
supplemented its pretrial disclosures by identífying and
providing a copy of the disk, defendant sought
disqualification of plaintiff's counsel.116 1¡" district court
found, in part, that plaintiffs counsel acted reasonably
by promptly notífying opposing counsel, and declined to
disqualify counsel under those circumstances.llT
Defendant then petitioned the Nevada Supreme Court
for mandamus, asking the court to either compel the
dislrict court to reconsider, or instruct the district court to
disqualify counsel. Although the high court declined to
overturn the distríct court's decision, it did "take [the]
opporlunity to adopt a notification requirement" by
analogizing to Nevada Rule of Prafessional Conduct
4-4(þ) Ihe rule requiring notification when receiving
documents [*41] inadvertently.llB The court also

adopted a nonexhaustive list of factors to consider when
deciding whether to disqualify an attorney who, through
no wrongdoing of his or her own, received an

opponent's privileged materials.l 1 e

More recently, in 2016 the Missouri Supreme Court
addressed a party's procuremeni and use of the
opposing party's privileged information. ln re
Eisensteinl20 was a disciplinary proceeding before the
Missouri Supreme Court arising from a divorce case. ln

the divorce action, attorney Joel Eisenstein represented
the husband. Without the knowledge or permission of
his wife, Husband accessed her personal email and
obtained not only her pay records but attorney-client
communications between Wife and her counsel,
including a list of direct examinations questions in

preparation for trial. Husband delivered the information
to Eisenstein in November 2013, and Eisenstein did not
notify opposing counsel of the information until the
second day of the divorce trial, three months later. The
Disciplinary Hearing Panel found that Eisenstein utilized
the payroll information in a settlement proceeding prior
to trial, and understood his possession of that
information and the attorney-client [.42]
communications was prohibited.l2l The Missouri
Supreme Courf found Eisenstein violated Missouri Rule
of Professional Responsibilily 4-4"4(a), which prohibits a

lawyer from using methods of obtaining evidence that
violate the legal rights of a third party, as well as Rule 4-
8.4{c), prohibiting conduct involving dishonesty. The
court found "Mr. Eisenstein's failure to promptly disclose
his receipt of the information and return it to [opposing
counsell untíl after the trial had commenced supports a
finding that Mr. Hisenstein utilized Husband's improper
acquisition of Wife's personal information, including
privileged attorney client communications."l22 The court
also found Mr. Eisenstein violated MRPR 4-3.4{a) by
concealing his possession of Wife's payroll information
and opposing counsel's direct examination questions

113|d^ at 1316,(quoting Glvnn v. EÐO Corp.. 2t10 U"S. Dist.
LEXIS 86013. 2010 WL 3294347. at "5 (D. Md Aus. 20. 201CIl

(unreported)).

114 !d",a!-1,32-7.

115 M.çt.itç loç..sn"ttvs-s, t=l-Ç...y.." EisA!&- -Judt-Ç!e!. O-rþ"t _-Çeud--sj
Sfafe, ex rel. Ctv. of Clark, 127 Nev. 689. 262 P"3d 720. 724

It!e_v"" 2_0.1"ü,.

1 1 6 ld, aL7 22:"7..2..3.

117 ld" at 723.

118 ld. at 724.

11s ld. at 726-27 (ciling ln re Meador, 968 S.W.2d 346 (Tex.

1998Ð.

12o ln re Eige..nstein,"_485 S.W.3d 759, 762 (Mo. 2016) (en

banc).

121 ld.

122 ld.
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untilthe second day of trial.123

Discussion of the cases above is by no means intended
to be exhaustive of the numbers of jurisdictions

addressing intentional and/or unauthorized disclosures
of sensitive or privileged information outside the
confines of formal discovery. Although several
jurisdictions addressed variations of the topic, there
appears to be no binding authority within either fa3l
this District or the Tenth Circuit. The parties disagree
regarding which of the above cases, and others, are
appropriate bases for analysis, but given the lack of
binding authority, this Courl looks to these other cases
as simply illustrative of the broader perspective.

c. Expectations for Gounsel

To determine the standards of conduct expected from
counsel in this District, this Court looks to analogous
ethical standards, persuasive caselaw, and its own
inherent powers to sanction conduct of parties and
counsel appearing before it. These inherent powers of
the Court are not governed by any specific rule or
statute,124 but are "necessarily vested in courts to

manage their own affairs so as to achieve the orderly
and expeditious disposition of cases."125 And it bears
repeating that counsel's violation of an ethical standard
does not necessarily require legal action-and
conversely, sanctionable litigation conduct does not
mandate an ethical finding. However, it is well within this

,23 ld. at 763.

12a Xvnsular Carp-. 200 F" Supp. 3d at 1301 (ciling Lge v. Max
ln{l. LLC. 638 F.3d 1318. 1320 {10th Cir. 2A1l} ("We have
saíd that diskict couds enjoy 'very broad discretion to use
sanctions where necessary to insure that lawyers and parties

fulfill their high duty to insure the expeditious and sound
management of the preparation of cases for trial."' (internal

citation omitted)); also citing Towerridge. lnc. v. T.A.O., lnc.
111 F.sd 758. 765 {10th C¡r, 1997) (stating that federal courts
have the inherent power "to sanction conduct that abuses the
judicial process"); see a/so ÇþAUþers y-_NAÊçp, _]tç- 501

U. ç,.22 !3- 1L.1-.ç.-çj,.2.123,.119-L, EÉ- 2d ?7- 1199il ("courts
of justice are universally acknowledged to be vested, by their
creation, with power to impose silence, respect, and decorum,
in their presence, and submission to their lawful mandates.");

të--AJ.4þ (noting that "the inherent power extends to a full
range of litigation abuses").

125 Çþambq;-_501_ U-S-- ?"L-4 3 ( i nterna I citatio n a nd q uotation
marks omitted).

Court's power to expect a level of professionalism and
ultimate fairness from counsel appearing in U.S. District
Court for the District of Kansas.

At the outset, it is important to note, and the Court
acknowledges, [*44] Plaintiffs' counsel did not take part

in obtaining the information at issue-both sets of
documents were received anonymously. The
circumstances surrounding the note attached to the first
packet of documents, which appears redacted, are

highly suspicious, but the Court has no information
be ore it to conclude any named Plaintiff was involved in
the disclosure of the documents, so the Coutt will not
assume as much. Therefore, the central issue before
the Court is counsel's receipt, retention, and use of an

opposing party's confidential and privileged-marked

information from an unknown source, without notifying
the opposing party or counsel for more than two years.

Again, although the Kansas Rules of Professional
Conduct do not specifically address this situation, the
Court finds it entirely appropriate to analogize lo K&PC
4.!lb).. lf a lawyer receives information relating to the
representation of his or her client, and knows or even
reasonably should know the information was
unintentionally sent by either the opposing pañy or its
lawyer-the rule requires the lawyer to "promptly notify"
the sender. The purpose behind this rule is to permit the
accidental sender-assumed to be the proper
custodian [*45] of the documents-to take protective

measures.l26 Regardless of the omission in the rule, the
Court frankly finds it nonsensical to apply a separate
and lesser standard to intentionally-disclosed
documents. ln fact, given the documents' dubious
origins, protections applied to Defendants' proprietary or
privileged-marked information should be at least equal,
if not heightened, when the disclosure is clearly
unauthorized.l2T

The E¡.sensfeln case involved a party's own direct,
unauthorized access of privileged information. But when
the Missouri court, and later the Kansas Disciplinary
Office in its Ëthics Refresher, analyzed the issues
involved, both specifically focused on the conduct of

126Kan. S. Ct. R.226 atR.4."4cm|12){analyzing 4.4(b)).

127 see Çþanþeíaia-ÇtBJ7a F.R.D. at 398 ("lf anything, the

duty to disclose should be stricter when a party obtains the

documents outside legitimate discovery procedures") (citing

Ðuß-AttLWJ9-A-"$--Ð.¡-s{."L€XS-7.492..2Q19-WL-41"9"43-3-at.l4.:
5 (collecting cases where courts extend the duty to notify in an

inadvertent disclosure situation to an intentional disclosure)).
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counsel after receiving the information.l2B T¡* Missouri
court noted, "[t]he fact that lthe party] obtained the
information does not negate the fact that [counsel]
received the information, realized it was 'verboten,' and
then failed to disclose his receipt of that information"
until after he utilized it at trial.12e Likewise, most
troubling to this Court is not the receipt of the
documents themselves, but the long period of retention
and use prior to notification of Defendants.

lnstead of "lying in wait"130 with the documents, ["46]
even if Plaintiffs' counsel was not required by black-
letter ethical rule to notify Defendants, obligations of
decency, fundamental fairness, and frankly the golden

rule,131 should have prompted counsel to notify
Defendants in order to avoid problems later. The ethical
rules make clear the rules themselves should not end
counsel's inquiry, and simply because the rules may not
specifically address the situation before counsel does
not mean counsel should "throw up their hands and
conclude that nothing can or should be done to protect
or ameliorate the document owner's privilege and
confidentíality interests."132 1n other words, just because
you are not required by some written regulation to act in

,28 Ethics Refresher, supra note 72 (citing Eisenste-in. 485
S,W. 3d at 762).

129 F:ç¡¡nçfêin ¿85 S Vll 3d ef 7ß2

130 See Merits lncentives. 262 P"3d at 727 (noting "instead of
lying in wait with the documents, lcounsel] went out of [his]
way to point out that [he] had received them and to let
Defendants ascertain their provenânce, giving every
opportunity for Defendants lo register an objection and
demand return and non-use").

r31 úThe Golden Rule and common courtesy will carry a lawyer
far on the road to professionalism." J. Nick Badgerow, ïhe
Lawyers' Creed of Professionalism: Some Observations from
the Field,69 J. Kan. B. Ass'n 24, 30 {Feb. 2000). See a/so,

e.g., Stack y. Abbott Labs,. fnc." No. 1:12CV148. 2016 U"S"

Dist. LEX|SJ14196.2A16 WL 4491410. at .7 M.DJ.].C. Auq.
24. 2016), report and recommendation adopted, No

üzcwqa. zo16 u.s^ Ð& LãxtsJ-*þu_a_2916 wL-s_6J992þ
{X4.,0,N.Ç,..âçp1,.. Ap-"2ç.1ø (when discussing the doctrine of
equitable estoppel, noting the doctrine is based upon an
application of the "golden rule" and "[i]t requires that one
should do unto others as, in equity and good conscience, he

would have them do unto him, if their positions were
reversed") (internal citations omitted).

132 Çhatryþ.crlain*çry-J7*a*8 R.8- a! 39_Ê (citins Ðulf-UilL zU_Q

ll$-O-ts¿LF.X1S74p.?,.2,0"&.W!=..4"1.94,s.3.-a.t..is,).

a ceftain manner does not mean you should not.

Although the Court recognizes counsel's efforts to
segregate those documents specifically marked
"privileged," doing so does not remove the taint from the
situation. Permitting counsel's paralegal to separate the
documents is tantamount to counsel doing so,

herself.133 The best practice would have been to [*47]
notify opposing counsel immediately, and seek outside
counsel or an escrow agent, of sor1s, to maintain the
documents until the Court was able to examine the
issue. Compare counsel's actions in this case to that of
plaintiffs' counsel in Brado {discussed above).134 There,
the documents were immediately sequestered and sent
to outside retained counsel prior to plaintiffs' counsel
reviewing them. The outside law firm facilitated notice to
defendants, permitting them to assert their claims of
confidentiality and privilege.135 Such a process

eliminates any appearance of wrongdoing, and would
mostly likely have preserved the documenls'use in later
discovery and avoided sanctionable conduct.

But the method in which Plaintiffs' counsel, in this case,
handled the disclosure sidesteps the orderly discovery
process, and inappropriately permitted Plaintiffs' counsel
to be the ultimate gatekeeper-for over fuvo years-of
Defendants' claims of confidentiality and privilege.136 lt
was not Plaintiffs' prerogative to unilaterally determine
whether the information received anonymously was truly
proprietary, confidential, privileged, or some
combination of those labels, and use the
information f48l it deemed appropriate. "Rather, those
decisions are best resolved through the formal
discovery process.'1 37

133 See, generally, Ztnmerm"an_V.,,MaþA;8A_.Ðott!inr_ Ca.-_UP.

Kan-_Ð1ß-1_9 p"3dJß4J2"0_0Í (finding the "provisions of the
KRPC apply equally, however, to nonlawyer employees" when
considering confidentiality issues under KRPÇ 1.1! regarding
disqualification).

134 Era ds.,-.!.LE êJtpp -3j_a! 1 _s19.

135 ld.

136 see Çtynn- ..20-!8 U"5: Ðiçt LEX.{.S=-E-00-L3-.-ZAJQ*WL.
3294347 at "5.

137 Xyngulpt_ ÇBrp."_ZQ_L_E _Sr¿p¿_3d atl_Z1| (citing Giynn.

28.1 9.. U-,-$- 8 ip¿ {=€X1$ .900 I 3-2A rc . W.!. .329.4347r!--l; a nd

J sp!çpp-_y-M tc rp p pï__e o:p-_271_88, Ð=_423*lW" Ð,Wasþ-
29Q4", atfd, ZQ..Ep_ct,..Aptzx".5"A"8-.{9.!!t Ç.jt-_-?0_0_31 {unpublished)).
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Not only is the Court troubled by counsel's failure to
immediately notify opposíng counsel, but it is also
concerned regarding the considerable length of
retention-more than two years-and the use of the
information for Plaintiffs benefit. Regardless of whether
Plaintiffs' ultimate plan was to submit the documents to
the Court at a later date, the timing of the ultimate
notification gives the Court pause. Counsel did not
immediately, upon the filing of the case, alert
Defendants or the Gourt regarding this potential issue.
Although they kept the privilege-marked documents
sealed, they failed to notify Ðefendants until after
reviewing and utilizing the alleged proprietary
information in, at a minimum, Plaintiffs' pleadings and
discovery requests. Given the longstanding history
between SPEEA and Spirit, even if not through these
particular named plaintiffs, Plaintiffs' counsel was well
aware of the identities of Spirit's counsel, and disclosure
would not have created a burden to Plaintiffs or their
counsel. lnstead-having been alerted to the
documents' existence-Plaintiffs[.49] would surely
have sought them through appropriate channels of
discovery. Although Plaintiffs' counsel had the noblest of
intentions to eventually disclose the documents, the
disclosure simply came too late.

Plaintiffs' concerns regarding potential evidence
destruction are understandable, because witnesses
informed counsel Defendants were destroying
documents. But the "potential destruction of documents
does not entitle a party to circumvent the court rules and
engage in self-help."138 And, even if Defendants'
alleged "discovery failures should be considered in
connection with [Plaintiffs'] dubious ethical conduct, the
Court views the latter as far more problematical and
disconceñing than the former.rl3e p¡"¡n1¡ffs' counsel
should have allowed the discovery procêss to work,
rather than assuming it would be unavailing and taking
matters into their own hands.

Plaintiffs' counsel also maintains they acted on the
advice of ethics experts. However, aithough counsel
researched ethics rules when receiving the documents,
a majority of the caselaw discussed above existed prior
to that date, and a revíew of existing caselaw-even if

138 8-Q_!! v __l=pç!þçe!,* ltlatlla _!.çtp-*_¡,ts-q/ 9P-62,92

{BE KAMÐ- _ 2,419" . A-g*.-A{sL *L€x.S_ UÇPIZ*.Z"A 1.A. _W.L

.1 74þ9491- ar :Z {P_NJ,.¿ata 38JP 1.Ø (unreported).

13sF_uúJlt!!,2UP!.,,S-töf._r€&$_Z4pZ-2A!,PW*1..!7e4-s3at

:4.

non-binding-should have given counsel pause.
Moreover, counsel did not ["50] seek additional, more
lhorough ethics advice until two years later, when
preparing to file their lawsuit. Unlike in BuÉ Hill, where
counsel's reliance on outside ethics opinions was a
mitigating factor, counsel here did not rely upon ethics
experts during the two years they reviewed and utilized
the information. And, quite frankly, the Court is seriously
baffled that out of all the legal minds which reviewed
these facts, not one appeared to put themselves in the
shoes of the opposing counsel or Defendants.

On the facts before this Court, there appears to be no
reason to distinguish between those documents marked
privileged and those which are merely marked
confidential or proprietary. KRPC 4.4 does not
distinguish between privileged or confidential materials,
but relates to information merely "relating to the
representation of the lawyer's client" that a receiving
lawyer "knows or reasonably should know were
inadvertently sent."140 Likewise, here, receiving counsel
knew both that the documents related to representation
of their clients, and knew-from the markings on the
documents themselves and from their prior dealings
with Spirit-that the documents were noi intended for
disclosure outside Defendants'[*51] business.
Therefore, the Court finds Plaintiffs' counsel had a duty
to, at minimum, immediately notify Defendants of the
disclosure, regardless of its intentional nature.

2. Sanctions

Defendants seek a range of sanctions for Plaintiffs'
counsel's failure to notify. To be clear: the Court does
not specífically rely upon the written rules of the KRPC
or ABA, the ethical opinions of the ABA, or any specific
caselaw as binding precedent. What the Court
examines here are the standards expected of its parties
and counsel, to act with "civility, courtesy, and

consideration,"l4l in order to maintain fairness and the
public's confidence in both the legal profession and the
legal process.142 Both caselaw and ethics opinions

140 Kan. S. Ct. R, 226 al R, 4.4, and 4,4 cmt. [2]

141 P¡llars of Professionalism, available at:

btlp,//wv:v*Kp"d^u;ças$sseylp.$!e{Ê:e{:p{eT.ç$gp!ê!ssl{last
updated Feb.15,2013).

142 See EauneLy-Ðanc.g EppuLu af N. Åu=-19_1 _F.3d J24Q
125..9_..1:!pllt_ç{, 2P"1_5). (noting, "the Court in Cfiambers ruled
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discussing an attorney's unauthorized receipt of an

adverse party's information focus on two primary

interests: the conduct of counsel itself, and the effects of
that conduct and whether it is "prejudicial to the
administration of justice.'143 ¡" noted by the District of
New Jersey:

It is the general abuse of the discovery process

being conducted under the authority of this court

and the ability to punish the perpetration of fraud
upon the court that must be sanctioned. lt is not

necessary [.52] to demonstrate that the purloined

[documents are] relevant to this lawsuit. Rather, it is
the conduct that must be recognized as an

inte¡lerence with the judicial process and the

arderty and fair administration of iustice.l4a
Determining the appropriate sanctions for counsel's
failure to notify Defendants in a timely fashion, then,
involves an analysis of whether this failure ptejudiced
the administration of this case.

a. Disqualification

When determining an appropriate sanction for a party or
counsel's questionable conduct, a court should "impose
the least severe sanction that will punish the offending
party for his wrongdoing, remedy the prejudice to and

harm suffered by the adverse party and the judicial
process, deter future litigants from engaging in similar
conduct, and inspire confidence in the integrity of the
judicial process."145 Although Defendants concede they
do not seek disqualification of Plaintiffs' counsel, they
did raise the issue, and the Court possesses the

inherent power to consider disqualification.l46

that when express laws . . do not reach the entirety of a
litigant's bad-faith conduct, a court may rely ìnstead on its

inherent power to impose punitive sanctions.") {citing
ChenþgS-Õ93_jJ,Ê- at_9j ("As long as a party receives an

appropriate hearing .,. the party may be sanctioned for abuses

of process occurring beyond the courtroom...."); see also igL,êJt

62-63 (Kennedy, J., dissenting)).

l4s Maldonado v. New Je

Erpþ-Ðiu.-22þ-E-8.0J29-1-33-LD*NJ.2944..

14Id- Al 1 -l (emphasis added) (citing Perna v. Eleetronic
Ðafa Sys. Corp.,916 F. Supp. 388, 400 (Ð.N.J. lSSS)).

This District has previously acknowledged that, although
an attorney's culpable behavior may ["53] be grounds to

disqualify counsel, "disqualification is not automatic.

Rather, disqualification depends on whether the case is

tainted by" the questionable conduct.laT Although no

binding authority exists under these facts, where an

attorney has received an opposing party's confidential or
privileged materials, through no affirmative conduct of
her own, both the Western District of Washinglonl48
and the Nevada Supreme Csurtlae have relied upon a

Texas Supreme CouÍ case, tn re hieador,1ão to

consider disqualification. Meador articulated a non-

exhaustive list of factors to aid in determining whether
disqualification is warranted. Those factors include:

1) whether the attorney knew or should have known

that the materialwas privileged;

2) the promptness with which the attorney notifies
the opposing side that he or she has received its

privileged information;
3) the extent to which the attorney reviews and

digests the privileged information;
4) the significance of the privileged information; i.e.,

the extent to which its disclosure may prejudice the
movant's claim or defense, and the extent to which

return of the documents will mitigate that prejudice;

5) the extent to which movant may be at fault for
the [*54] unauthorized disclosure; and

6) the extent to which the nonmovant will suffer
prejudice from the disqualification of his or her

KHV. !998 U"S" Dist. LEXIS 2A512. 1998 WL 919126 {Ð" Kan-

Nov. 6. 1998), and affd sub nom. Butler v. Biocore Med.

Techs.^ lne.. 348 F.3d 1163 {l0th Cir. 2003) (internal citations

omitted).

141 Klaassen v. Univ. of Kan, Sct¡. of Med.. No, 13^2561-DDC-

K,GS.2016 U"S. Dist. LEXIS 146272.2016 WL 6138169. at.7
{D. Kan. Ad. 21-2016) (quoting Archuleta v. Turley, 904 F.

Supp. 2d 1185, 1192 (D. Utah 2A14; also citing layne
Christensen Co" v. Purolite Co.. Ng. 09-2381-JWL-GLR. 2011

U.S. Dist. LEXIS 30471. 2011 WL 1113543. at --5 {D. Kan.

M a tZ4-2a 1 1 ) Ð ; &arLasre e v-J!!: C,oJlrU_ElpçJe pp-Jrp-.

2þ3-6a.a.44ê-9þ9-P,2d"..1351,1.353..1\aa".1-99.4).

1 as Richa-¡-d-s- v . J aa-J.QÊ f . Sapp...?i L.:! "9,ç, Q AA..{W.Ð". Wesþ,
ZeQil$itinsMçsdpt--9e8__s,W2!_al_25.X-52).

14e!/te,*ts-!tgenftvee-29?P_.3tr_alJZQ./!7-(citinsMparlq_91Ê.

8-W.24.-a!,311:þ2).

l 4 s Xygg ulet_Ç o tp*.29-0-F=${æ!- 39 a t 1 322.

1469¡ocore Med" Techs., lnc. v Khosrowshalti 181 F.R.D.

ç-çP,.ß-6.4".{Ð,ßan, 199Ð,, on reconsideration, Nq.98:2Q.3.!.- 15a..n.tp.-.Mp.a.4B{.398.-Ç.W2d3"4"6-"[ex..1.9"9il'
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atlorney.l51

Briefly applying these factors, the first three weigh in
favor of disqualification. There is no doubt Plaintiffs'
counsel knew the information was privileged or
consídered proprietary, because a majority of the
documents were clearly marked. Additionally, the Court
considers two years an extraordinary length of time
between receipt of the documents and notification to
Defendants. Although Plaintiffs' counsel attempted to
sequester those documents privileged-marked, as
previously discussed, the paralegal's review extends to
counsel. Even if counsel did not specifically review the
privilege-marked items, the Court reviewed all of the
documents, and found instances of overlap between
those items marked privileged and those unmarked.
Counsel reviewed those documents they unilaterally
determined to be merely confidential, and admittedly
used the information in both the pleadings and
discovery requests.

The next two factors are, at best, neutral. At this point,

and without [.55] additional context in which to examine
the docurnents, the Court is hard-pressed to discern the
true significance of the disclosed information-largely
due to the manner in which it was produced to the Court
for review152 lwhether the fault for this lies with Plaintiffs
or with the anonymous sender is unknown.) Additionally,
neither party in this case appears to be at fault for the
disclosure of the information.

The final factor-prejudice resulting from
disqualification-ultimately decides this issue. Frankly,
under these facts, the Couñ is sincerely inclined to
disqualify the King & Greisen firm based upon the two-
year delay and use of the documents prior to notifying
Defendants and the resulting one-upmanship. The delay
and seemingly strategic timing of disclosure leaves
more than a bad taste in the Court's mouth. However,
the Court must look at the overall picture and how
disqualification would work an injustice to ihe litigants,
despite how appropriate it may seem in light of
counsel's misbehavior.

The Court first looks at injustice io the Plaintiffs,
assuming none were involved in misappropriation of
documents. lf Ms. King and Ms. Jones were disqualified,

151 Mpil:;__ I nÇp n tiyp.s- ZQZ P,_3.d. at 226 (quoting Meada r. .'9î8
S.W.2d aÍ 351-52 (Tex 1998.).\ see a/so Sløha&ç, 1Q8-E
Supp.2d at 1205.

after distinguishing [.56] them from other Plaintiffs'
counsel by virtue of their two years of use and

knowledge-where must the line be drawn? There is no

evidence regarding whether, or when, other Plaintiffs'
counsel knew about or reviewed the documents. All
Plaintiffs' counsel (including out of state and local

counsel) are listed on the discovery requests. Wíthout
âny evidence of how far the inforrnation was
disseminated and when, and who ultimately knew about
or utilized it, the Court is unable to dissociate the King &
Greisen firm from other Plaintiffs' counsel. But
disqualification of all counsel, îar all24 named plaintiffs

and 50-plus putative plaintiffs, would not only cripple
Plaintiffs' case, but would affect all litigants. Leaving
Plaintiffs wíthout counsel would effectively slam the
brakes on this phased litigation, which has already
become increasingly labored with numerous motions,
requests for extensions, etc., since its filing nearly a
year ägo-prejudicing not only Plaintiffs, but the entire
process.

Defendants were clear in their brlefing they do not seek
disqualification of Plaintiffs' counsel. And although the
Coutl is certainly within its inherent power to do so,
when balancing the necessary [*57] factors, the Court
is unsatisfied the "blunt remedy"153 of disqualification is
appropriate.

b. Evidentiary Sanctions

Though disqualification appears too drastic a remedy in
this situation, the Court may exercise its same inherent
powers to impose an evidentiary sanction. Such
sanctions must not necessarily arise from any specific
rule or statute, but the Court may supervise and
sanction parties in order to "achieve the orderly and

expeditious disposition of cases."154 lt is within this vein
that the Court considers evidentiary sanctions.

ln Brado v. Vocera Communicafions,lsS ihe court
surveyed cases from other jurisdictions to determine
wheiher improperly-obtained documents may be used.

153Ð_!p._ç_o,r_"e_._l/edJ-çsþ-._.1P.1*_8f.,þ"-.".a!*6_6.4("Because

disqualification affects more than merely the attorney in
question, the Court must satisfy itself that this blunt remedy
serves the purposes behind the ethical rule in question").

1v )lynlAþt Sprp-208 f- Sgpp-3d_at 1-3pj (citing Chambe¡s-

ãQ 1 U-9- _qt^ "4 3); see a/so Maßp.sadp, 22þ F". f-p.""_at 192.

152 See lhfra discussion Part ll.E, pp. 54-55, 1 55 B r-a d o - 1 4 E, ".Çup p:.kLat I 32" Q.
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Some of the factors considered by the court were

1) whether there was improper conduct by

counsel;156

2) whether there was a direct benefit to the
appropriator;1 57

3) whether other disincentives to the theft were
available;158

4) whether there was any prejudice to the opposing
party.15e

To begin briefly addressing each factor, the Court has
already discussed sanctionable conduct by Plaintiffs'
counsel, and it needs no further discussion. As for any
direct benefit to the appropriator, this factor is dÍfficult to
assess. [*58] Even if not directly appropriated by a

named plaintiff, the improper disclosure of Defendants'
proprietary documents worked a benefit to Plaintiffs. lt
enabled Plaintiffs to see the underlying processes

Defendants took to restructure their review process with
direct involvement of Defendants' counsel, and Plaintiffs
admit to utilizing the information in both their Cornplaint
and discovery. lt does appear a direct benefit was
conferred on Plaintiffs, even if they are not the
appropriators. The Court is loathe to incentivize
employees to engage in wrongful conduct to gain an
upper hand in litigation. Both of these factors, then,
weigh in favor of exclusion.

lf other disincentives, aside from exclusion, appear
available, courts tend to lean toward ordering only the
return of the docurnents, rather than exclusion. For
example, in Brado, the employee who misappropriated

documents was subject to separate claims for breach of
contract or conversion.loo However, in this case, the

identity of the misappropriator is unknown, so other
disincentives are unavailable, Consideration of this
factor also suggests exclusion is appropriate.

Of particular significance to [.59] the discussion is the
prejudice to Defendants-generally analyzed âs a

matter of "timing versus substance." lf all of the

information wrongfully obtained would have been
disclosed through the discovery process later, it may
appear diffìcult for Defendants to demonstrate actual
prejudice. But, given the contents of the documents and
Defendants' contentions regarding the documents'
proprietary and privileged nature, it is unlikely Spirit
would have voluntarily produced many of the documents
provided to Plaintiffs' counsel. Plaintiffs' actions
foreclosed Defendants' ability to argue against
production of the documents. Had the documents been
the topic of the discovery process, the Court imagines
similarly spirited motion practice on the issue would
have occurred. Although some of the documents are
likely to have been produced, and this seems, on its
face, a matter of mere timing, the Court must consider
the greater picture. Defendants were completely
unaware, for more than two years, that Plaintiffs
possessed theír confidential and (at least partially)
privileged documents, and this gave Plaintiffs a two-year
strategic head start. Even severe evidentiary sanctions
cannot erase what Plaintiffs'[*60] counsel learned from
their review. Additionally, the timing of the disclosure
established a distrustful tone for this litigation, which
could result in a barrage of unknown issues. Under
these circumstances, it is difficult to define the prejudice

as merely that of a timing issue.

156/d, (citing Burt Hiil. 2A10 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 7492. 2010 WL

419433 at *2. "7; ln re Shell Oil Companv. 143 F.R"D. 145"

107-08 (E.D^ La. 199Ð].

157 ld. at 1321 (citing Favemiv. Hambrecht and Quist. lnc.. 174

F.R.D. 319 (S.Ð.N.Y. 1997); JDS Uniphase Corp. v, Jennings.

473 F, Supø 2d 697 {8.D. Va. 200î).

158 rd, (cit¡ng JÐS Untpþ-seGelp-_4ß r,Espp"2d êll02-03)

1 5e 
! tL_úJ_3 2722 ( c i t i n g {Al1nerr_ v. S o I e ct r-e 0 C o r p 

" . _Np", C - .8.
LLEç*¿E-..29Q..8*.U9,_o_{s¿*18XS.p99..3...20,9þ,..!"vL9p1119!"
ß_Ð_çeLÐee,1-299=8)). Brado also discussed a fifth factor,

the public policy in favor of whistleblowers, but this factor was
applied in the context of securities laws and the Sarbanes-
Oxley Act o'n 2OA2. Such issues are not at play in this litigation,

and the Court declines to apply this factor. Brado, 14 l.9qB¿
3d "at_1.323-.

Considering the balance of the above factors, an

evidentiary sanction is appropriate. Plaintiffs must return
to Defendants all documents disclosed anonymously in

March and May 2014 (PLAP #001-064; PL # 000001-
CI00052), including all copies made or distributed.
Plaintiffs must not use the information contained in

those documents, or information specifically derived
from those documents, to seek additional information in
discovery or in any future court filing or proceeding in

this acfion. Because Mr. Brewer admitted to review of at
least the entire initial packet of anonymously-disclosed
documents-including the privilege-marked ones-he
conlains special knowledge of the informatíon therein,
and is therefore excluded from participating as a witness

164 ld" at 1321
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in this action, unless a party seeks leave from this Court
and demonstrates how his testimony is unrelated to the
issues in this Order.

Although Defendants seek to also [*61] restrict
Plaintiffs' use of any information "related to" the
anonymously-received documents, the Court accepts
Plaintiffs' counsel's representation that the documents
corroborated witness testimony and other evidence
gaihered during their fact investigations, and finds
Defendants' request unnecessarily broad. Therefore,
Plaintiffs will be permitted to use other evidence related
to the subject matter of the anonymously-received
documents, so long as the related information was
independently gathered through witness interviews or
other discovery not arising from the documents and may
be substantiated as such, if necessary. Plaintiffs must
certifo, for each set of all future documents produced or
discovery responses, that the information upon which
the grCIup of responses are based has been
independently gathered.

c. Attorneys' FeeB

Defendants also seek reimbursement for the fees and
costs they incurred while investigating and litigating this
issue. Plaintiffs contend such an award has no basis in
either the Federal Rules of discovery or the Court's
inherent powers, but the Court disagrees. First, thus far,
the Court has refrained from extending the protections

af Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(5)(B)161 or Rule 37162 to the
circumstances [.62] at hand, because the bulk of
Plaintiffs' actions (or inactions) occurred prior to
litigation. However, that is not to say the Court could
not, or would not, extend the rationale provided by those
rules to a preJitigation context-in fact, in 2015, many

161Rufe 26(b)(5)(B) provides: "lf information produced in

discovery is subject to a claim of privilege . . . the party making

the claim may notify any party that received the information of
the claim and the basis for it. After being notified, a party must
promptly return, sequester, or destroy the specified
information and any copies it has; must not use or disclose the
informatÌon until the claim is resolved; must take reasonable
steps to retrieve the information if the party disclosed it before
being notified; and may promptly present the information to the
court under seal for a determination of the claim. The
producing party must preserve the information until the claim
is resolved."

162 ßUle 3_71il{5J- deals with payment of expenses related to a
discovery motions, and Rule 3ZlþJ involves sanctions for
failure to comply with a court order.

counsel involved in this case presented arguments
contradictory to the very positions they advance now,

and were informed as much. ln SPEEA v. Spirit
Aerosystems, lnc.,lhe court determined because Spirit
was attempting to use a privileged document "in the
course of litigation" which SPEEA inadvertently
disclosed before the case was filed, the "issue is clearly
governed by the broad scope af Fed. R. Civ. p. 26."163

Likewise, this Court could find similarly, but given its

inherent powers, the Court finds it unnecessary to do
so.

But Plaintiffs also oppose the award of fees under the
Court's inherent power, arguing none of the "narrowly

defined circumstancestrl64 in which fees may be

awarded are present. ln 1991, the United States
Supreme Court in Chambers v. NASCO, lnc. approved
the imposition of sanctions, in the form of
attorneys'[*63] fees, when finding "a party has acted in
bad faith, vexatiously, wantonly, or for oppressive
reasons."165 The Court specifically focused on a party's

bad faith conduct, but noted "the inherent power

extends to a full range of litigation abuses.u166

Plaintiffs argue the unpublished 2010 Tenth Circuit

decision in Kornfetd v. Kornfeld6T clarified the court's
inherent powers, and only supports the shifting of
attorneys' fees when there is "clear evídence that the
challenged claim is entirely without color and has been
asserted wantonly, for purposes of harassment or delay,

or for other improper reasons.n168 3u1 Karnfetd dealt
with the shifting of attorneys' Tees at the conclusion of
litigation, specifically those "circumstances in which a

163 Soc'y of Prsfl Enq'q Emples. in Aera. v" Spirit Aerosvstems.
lnc". No. 14-128'l-MLB. 2015 U.S. Dist- LEXIS 70279. 2A15

WL 3466091. at "2 (D. Kan. June l. 2015) (unreported). See

also Mareno v. Taos Ctv. Bd- of Comm'rs. 587 Fed. Appk 442.

444 ft1th Cir. 2014t (unpublished) (where the Tenih Gircuit

Court of Appeals affirmed sanctions based on spoliation-the
prelitigation conduct which eventually affected an ongoing

lawsuit).

1e Pls.' Mem., ECF No. 181, at 55 (citing Chambers.501 U-S

al!ë:.4Ð'

1 6s Çh an þ er.ç., 59.L. U,,.5-. Et. 4 I : 4 -6.

166 
ld= at 4"9.

1 67 
3 9 3 F_. .åpdx Q 7 _5_ {1 Q-tt t-Ç j r, ? 91 _0) ( u n p u bl i s h ed ).

168 Id. al Q7"9.
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court may award attorneys'fees to a prevailing party*169

and noted ceñain statutes and procedural rulesl70 that
may be other bases for sanctions for actions during
litigation.

The challenge to this Court is not the shifting of the
"American Rule"-type fees at the conclusion of litigation,
but addressing behavior which largely occurred prior to
litigation, but which also affects litigation-and the rules
of application are not so clear. The Supreme Court in
Chambers noted [*64] the gaps left between application
of written rules and statutes and the inherenl powers of
the courts, and noted, "[a]t the very least, the inherent
power must continue to exist to fill in the interstic*t.o171

And even if some of Plaintiffs' described misbehavior
occurred during the first few months of the lawsuit,
Chambers observed where some unsavory conduct
could be addressed by the Federal Rules, and other
conduct may only be reached by inherent powers, the
court is not required to separate the conduct and apply
distinct standards to each.172

The Supreme Court clearly recognizes the district
court's authority to "fashion an appropriate sanction for
conduct which abuses the judicial process.'173 ln fact,
the high court recently reiterated that attorneys' fees
rnay be shifted to the extent the fees compensate a
wronged party for "losses sustained"-specifcally, those
"attorney's fees incurred because of the misconduct at
issue.'174 So long as the sanction imposed by the court
is compensatory, rather than punitive, in nature, an

award of attorneys'fees is appropriate.lTS

16s ld= at_578*.

17o!d,pj_þl_8_L:" _2 (discussing _2.q U.S"C= IL1927 (sanctions

against atlorney who unreasonably multiplies proceedings);

Eed-ß".ç_A .P=.Jlø (sanctions against attorney, law fìrm, or
party presenting a filing for improper purpose); and Fed, -]&
Civ. P. 37þ)($ (providing for payment of attorneys' fees for
failure to comply with dìscovery order)).

17 1 Ch am be r_s- Õ!JU.S. a! 3Ê.

172¡d" at 51.

lTsQBpdyea-rJire&ßq"þ"þ"eL-Ç.ç.-.u:Haeser,-732*s..*çf -fi Iþ.
1186, ts7 t. EÊ-2ø jEÞJ2017) (citins Çþeuþpr;-þ!J-A-S-d
44-!é).

174 ld" at I 186.

Due to the retention, use, and failure to notify
Defendants for years of their receipt of proprietary and
privilege-marked information, [.65] Plaintiffs frustrated
the progression of this case by causing a significant
amount of litigation and effort on behalf of the parties

and the Court which may have been avoided with
immediate notice. Defendants are prejudiced, as

discussed above, because even the return and nonuse
of the documents does not make them whole. Plaintiffs
cannot simply "un-see" what they have read and utilized
for years. Although the extrerne sanctions of dismissal
and disqualification are not warranted in this situation, to
remedy the expenditure of resources by Defendants as
a result of Plaintiffs' aclions, the Court finds an award of
attorneys' fees and related costs justified.

Therefore, the Court orders Defendants should recover
only the portion of legal fees and costs that they would
not have incurred, but for Plaintiffs' retention of the
documents. Such an award requires the Court to
determine whether Plaintiffs' undesirable conduct is truly
the "but-for" cause of any fees sought by

Defendants.lT6 Therefore, Defendants must submit an

itemized fee request by July 31,2A17. Plaintiffs will
have an opportunity to respond to the fee request, and

Defendants will be permitted a reply, pursuant to time
periods [.66] established in D. Kan. Rule 6.1(dXl).

E. Defendants'Motion for Protective Order

lf the Court had permitted ihe documents to be utilized
in the case, despite their origins, Defendants asked to
protect them under Fed. R. Civ. P.26 as either attorney-
client or work product privileged. Defendants claim the
information delivered to Plaintiffs' attorneys should be

returned or destroyed and not used during the litigation.
Much like the arguments regarding the application of
ethical rules, Plaintiffs claim Rule 26(b)(5)(B) only
concems inadvertent disclosures, rather than intentional
(though unauthorized) disclosures; therefore Rule

26(b)(5)(B) does not apply.

Rule 26 confines the scope of discovery to

nonprivileged information,lTT and "ordinarily" protects

from discovery "documents and tangible things that are
prepared in anticipation of litigation . . . by or for another
party or its representative {including ihe other pafiy's

176|d" at 1187.

177 Fed. R. Cív. P.26(b)(1).175 Id
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attorney . . . )."178 ln the event protected information is
produced during discovery, the Rule provides for a
process of notificalion, return, and non-use of the
information until the court determines whether it must be

protected.lTe

As previously discussed, the pañies submitted the
disputed documents to the Court for in camera
inspection during [*67] briefing of this issue, and the
Court has had an opportunity to review the information.
However, because the Court has already addressed the
return or destruction and future use of the documents in

the context of sanctions above, the Court need not
address whether the documents are actually protected

by privilege or whether they are merely confidential and
subject to use under the current Protective Order. ln this
respect, Defendants' Motion for Protective Order (ECF

N<¡. '172) seeking protection of the documents as
privileged, is DENIED as moot.

Although the Court need not reach this issue, it feels
compelled to note that the nature of the documents
produced to the Court highlight yet another concern with
Plaintifis' uninformed review and use of Defendants'
proprietary documents after their disclosure. The
documents were either produced in an incoherent
manner by the anonymous third party, or may have
simply been placed into out-of-sequence categories
when separated by Plaintiffs' counsel into "privileged"
and "non-privileged" documents. Whatever the cause of
the disorganization, the resulting stack of documents is

extremely difficult to examine without additional context.
This accentuates [*68] the need for documents to be
produced through the organized discovery process. As
discussed by the court in Xyngular, "Without the benefit
of discovery motion practice, the court cannot determine
which documents are relevant to the issues in this case
or would have been produced in litigation. Nor can the
court determine which documents should be subjeci to a
protective order."l8o

F. Gonclusion

This Court takes very seriously the situation before it.
The black-letter ethical rules currently leave a gap in

defining the expectations of counsel under the facts of

this case. But documents intentionally and anonymously
produced should create a heightened awareness in both
parties and counsel, and the mysterious nature of the
production must also generate an amplified duty of
notification. Counsel must view their actions not in a
vacuum, but in the larger context of how their actions-
whether proscribed by some precise rule or not-affect
not only the opposing party and its counsel but the
orderly administration of justice. lt bears repeating that a
"professional lawyer behaves with civility, respect,

fairness, learning and integrity toward clients, as an

officer of the legal system, and as a public ['69] citizen

with special responsibilities for the quality of justice."181

It is within this larger context that the Court establishes
this notification rule.

lT lS THEREFORE ORDERED that Defendants'Motion
for Protective Order and Sanclions (ECF No. 172) is

GRANTED in part and DENIED in part as set forth
above.

lT lS FURTHER ORTERED that Plaintiffs return to
Defendants all documents disclosed anonymously in
March and May 2014 {PLAP #001-064; PL # 000001-
000052), including all copies made or distributed.
Plaintiffs must not use the information contained in

those documents, or information specifically derived
from those documenfs, to seek additional information in
discovery or in any future court filing or proceeding in

this action. Mr. Brewer is excluded from participating as

a witness in this action, unless a party seeks leave from
this Court and demonstrates how his testimony is
unrelated to the issues in this Order.

Plaíntiffs may use other evidence related to the subject

matter of the anonymously-received docurnents, so long
as the related information was independently gathered
through witness interviews or other díscovery not arísing
from the documents and may be [.70] substantiated as
such, if necessary. ln this vein, Plaintiffs must certify, for
each set of all future documents produced or discovery
responses, that the information upon which the group of
responses are based has been índependently gathered.

lT lS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendants recover
from Plaintiffs those legal fees and costs directly
incurred as a result of Plaintiffs' retention of the
documents. Defendants must submit an itemized fee

178 Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b){3)(A).

17e Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(5).

lsaXynw!.arÇp-rp.,20,0-å-s:pp.3iüJ3"!2..

181 P¡llars of Professionalism, available

!:t! p : //w w w =!sd_u-çp. 
pu ¡ß-SzØpt I I ars:pLprp fessp n alsnl

updated Feb. 15,2013).

at:

{last
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request by July 31,2017 - Plaintiffs must respond to the
fee request, and Defendants will be permitted a reply,
pursuant to time periods established in Ð. Kan. Rule
6.1(d)(1).

The parties are strongly cautioned that, through this
Order, the Court does not intend to encourage
additional litigation surrounding this issue. lf the parties

disagree on any procedure or action ordered herein-
such as return of the documents, or whether other
evidence was independently gathered-they must first
confer with one another, with the utmost dedication to
resolving the issue. lf the parties are unable to agree,
they should request a conference with the Court prior to
engaging in additional motion practice regarding the
documents discussed in this Order. As previously noted,
this [.71] case is beginning to show signs of age, and
this issue has required considerable resources of both
the parties and the Court. Therefore, counsel should be

on notice the Court intends to minimize further delays of
this nature in these proceedings.

IT ¡S SO ORDERED.

Dated this 30th day of June,2A17 at Wichita, Kansas

/s/ Gwynne E. Birzer

GWYNNE E. BIRZER

United States Magistrate Judge

Ën<l ofllocu¡nent
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